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Abstract 

Web users are becoming more critical of the web sites they use. This 

dissertation evaluates the information architecture of the academic library 

web site at the University of Cape Town. 

The evaluation of the information architecture of an academic library web site 

is important because the web site functions as an international gateway to the 

institution's valuable library resources. A library may therefore be judged on 

the basis of its web site. It is no wonder that a lot of effort is put into ensuring 

a well-designed web site. 

A multi-approach evaluation was completed to evaluate the library web site. 

Firstly, a formal usability test was conducted with five users to establish the 

required site structure and to identify any possible problems with the usability 

of the site. Secondly, a heuristic evaluation with an expert was conducted to 

test the web site content, information architecture, and navigation design. 

Thirdly, a closed card sort analysis with ten participants was completed in 

order to establish the required site structure and terminology for the potential 

web site re-design. Fourthly, a comparative analysis of the previous versions 

of the university library web site was done to highlight the main differences 

and improvements. Reviewing "prior-art'1/previous versions of any web site 

guarantees the development of an improved information architecture. In 

addition to the aforementioned evaluation techniques, the study recommended 

the use of a requirements document that was developed for the purposes of 

this study that details a set of standard guidelines for the academic library site 

maintenance. In an attempt to improve the navigation problems identified on 

the library web site, a site map was developed for the web site as well. 
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This research found that the library web site had an overall usable web site 

with users rating their satisfaction with the site between good and very good. 

The site however exhibited a few problems with the terminology used, there 

were also problems identified with the navigation design. Issues relating to 

identifying specific information were also identified. This dissertation presents 

recommendations to handle the aforementioned problems. The study also 

encourages continual web site evaluation. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1 INTRODUCTION 

A library's web site provides international access and for this reason, a library 

may be judged on the resources it can provide to online users in this highly 

competitive digital information environment. King and Jannik (2005:235) have 

concluded that since the library is an international gateway to the library's 

resources, that essentially "the library's website is the library". Studies also 

show that web users are very impatient when searching for information on web 

pages, and that most users will spend up to five to ten seconds trying to find 

information they need and the site has to make an impression on them within 

this time frame, before users turn to another site to satisfy their information 

need(s) (Crawford, 2005). In Nielsen's well known book, Designing web 

usability (2oooa:11), he indicates that with the vast number of web resources, 

web users are becoming more judgmental of web sites and any web site that 

exhibits a hard to understand structure thus affecting its usability, is abandoned 

within a minute of accessing for another web site that is easier to navigate. 

1.1 Motivation 

Similar problems have been observed among many academic library web sites. 

Libraries spend huge amounts of money on trying to deliver informational 

content to students, staff and faculty at a university through the library web 

site, but their efforts may be in vain. This is because people may not be aware of 

the amount of resources available on the library web site. People may 

sometimes underestimate the wealth of information that exists on the web site. 

They tend to grow accustomed to using other resources besides the library web 

site to access their information. Unfortunately, these other resources do not 
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exhibit the same high quality of information that the library can provide. Some 

people may be print-oriented and may be intimidated by the perceived notion 

that the library web site is complex, not realizing the simplicity of using the web 

site. 

Academic libraries attempt to introduce users to library resources through 

orientation programs. Some libraries provide manuals that introduce users to 

online database resources and sections of the library that the users 

course/program requires them to use, along with additional helpful 

information. 

The information architecture (IA) of a web site plays a significant and 

influential role in determining the ease of use of a web site. These factors may 

also affect how users perceive the web site, and hence in turn this may influence 

their decision to use the site to satisfy their information needs or not. 

1.2 The aims of this study 

The main aim of this study was to demonstrate the importance of a well 

organized information architecture of an academic library web site. The study 

examined the information architecture of the University of Cape Town (UCT) 

Library's web site. The study therefore aimed to provide answers to the 

following research questions: 

1. Does the current state of the information architecture of the library web 

site adhere to internationally recommended standards? 

2. Is there a need to change and improve the current architecture resulting 

in a complete or partial re-design of the library web site? 

3. And, if so, what are the necessary changes that should be implemented? 
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In the process of answering these questions, opportunities arose to: 

■ Identify methods and techniques to improve the UCT Library web site 

(and therefore increase the total number of users that access the site and 

use it for academic purposes). 

■ Highlight the core differences between the previous version(s) of the 

library web site in order to better determine user needs and 

requirements, thus aiding redesign. 

1.3 Research strategy 

The information architecture of the library web site was assessed usmg a 

number of techniques. The techniques used in assessing the web site included 

usability testing, to evaluate the usability of the web site. An expert evaluated 

the structure of the web site, using a technique known as a heuristic 

evaluation/expert critique. A card sort analysis technique was used to evaluate 

the grouping of similar content objects on the web site. Using the 

aforementioned techniques to evaluate the site, helped to determine the overall 

organization, navigation, labeling, searching and usability of the web site, and 

in the process, the information architecture of the library web site became clear. 

1.4 Research structure 

The structure of this dissertation is as follows: Chapter One introduces the 

overall structural content of the dissertation and explains how the research was 

carried out. Chapter Two is the literature review that explains the concepts that 

were evaluated in the study, and it also provides a brief introduction to the 

techniques that were used during the evaluation process. Chapter Three 

constitutes the research methodology employed to evaluate the information 

architecture of the UCT Library web site. Chapter Four describes the UCT 

Library web site and it provides a comparison of the recent version(s) of the site 

to older version(s) of the site, noting the main improvements implemented over 

the years. The Chapter also shows what was done to develop the UCT site map. 
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The Chapter also discusses the reasons for developing a requirements 

document for the library web site also providing an explanation of how this was 

achieved. Chapter Five constitutes the empirical component, which analyses all 

the captured data and the observations made. The Chapter also provides a 

discussion of the results. Chapter Six is the conclusion of the study which 

highlights the main aspects of the study and includes recommendations for 

future investigation. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

For this study, the literature on the information architecture of a web site was 

explored. The history of information architecture and how it has evolved over 

the years is discussed. An outline of the steps taken during web site 

development to ensure a working information architecture is detailed, including 

a description of the main deliverables of the process by the information 

architect. The overall information architecture organization, navigation, 

labeling, searching, and issues regarding web usability are discussed. 

2.2 Origins of information architecture 

Since the 3rd century BC people have been trying to organize information for 

later retrieval which was evident from the creation of the first library catalogue 

at the Library of Alexandria (Farlex, 2007). What was to become one of the 

milestones in the history of information architecture was when a company, 

Xerox in 1970, launched a Xerox PARC research laboratory, with the aims to 

establish "the architecture of information" (Farlex, 2007). Thereafter the term 

"information architect" was coined in the year 1976 by Richard Saul Wurman 

who chaired the National Conference of the American Institute of Architects 

(AIA) (Farlex, 2007). He also gave the very first definition of information 

architecture and he defined the role of an information architect, that has 

somewhat been modified over the years but has formed a strong basis for 

development (Barker, 2005; Farlex, 2007). After the development of the 

Internet and the World Wide Web in the 199o's this term began to take on a 

new shape, with firms such as Studio Archetype acknowledging the term and 
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defining their firm according to the principles of information architecture in 

1996, causing other major companies to follow in their lead (Farlex, 2007). 

Many people began to notice the growing need for information architecture in 

web site design with the emergence of many publications in the field such as, 

Wurman's (editor) book on Information architects published in 1997 and Louis 

Rosenfeld and Peter Morville's book Information architecture for the World 

Wide Web published in 1998 (Barker, 2005; Farlex, 2007). As web design 

techniques improved, it was also noticed that web sites were more likely to be 

successful if they had a good information architecture. The growth of the 

Internet highlighted the need for the development of information architecture 

and it caused an increase in the number of information architect professionals 

(Farlex, 2007). 

2.3 Information architecture background information 

Information architecture is a newly acclaimed 20th century study area with 

numerous definitions. Among the many different definitions one can identify 

many similarities, and these include: the need for a well structured 

"information environment" design; standardized ways of "organizing and 

labeling web sites, intranets, and online communities"; and a means of bringing 

together these design methodologies into practice in the World Wide Web 

(Levine, 2006). 

The Information Architecture Institute (IA Institute) has defined the practice of 

information architecture as: 

1. The structural design of shared information environments. 

2. The art and science of organizing and labeling web sites, intranets, online 

communities and software to support usability and findability. 

3. An emerging community of practice focused on bringing principles of design and 

architecture to the digital landscape. (IA Institute, 2007) 
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Information architecture is essentially used as a "structural design of the 

information space to facilitate intuitive access to content" (Garrett, 2000). 

Information architecture or IA "is commonly understood to be the art and 

science of structuring, organizing, and labeling information so that content 

owners can better manage it and users can find what they're looking for more 

effectively" (Tony, 2004). It finds a balance or overlap between the 

relationships of user needs, content needs, and context needs (Rosenfeld, 

2006). 

Information architecture has been noted to be necessary for the development of 

well structured web sites and intranets by the Australian Government 

Information Management Office (AGIMO), Department of Finance and 

Administration. They have published their own best practices for the 

organization and structure of information on web sites as a guideline (2004: 

Summary of checkpoints): 

Summary of Checkpoints 

Early Planning 

Identify the business goals of the website 

Identify the target audience and their needs 

Determine what services, functionality or information will be provided 
via the website 

Describe how users will interact with the website to meet their needs 

Consider what type of website structure will be appropriate 

Definin the content 
Identify the content required to support the services that will be 

rovided on the website 
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G rou1nngan di b r th a e 1ng e content 

Determine how content will be grouped on the website 

Determine a logical content hierarchy 

Identify other grouping methods 

Identify related information 

Create labels to represent information on the website 

Map content to the IA 

Documenting the IA 

I Document the IA 

Revi ewingan d. I 1mp emen ng e ti th IA 

Review the initial structure 

Test the proposed structure with users 

Design navigation elements 

Monitor and evaluate use of the website 

According to these prescriptions, web sites will not only be developed in a well 

structured and organized way, but they will be maintained for future growth in 

such a way too, with the users' needs put at the forefront (AGIMO, 2004). 
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The main steps in developing an information architecture listed below were 

condensed from the different writings by Brinck, Gergle and Wood (2002:130-

131); Fervoy (2001); Holmes (2002:190-199); and UniSA (2006): 

1. To determine through research, the main goals of the web site, strategies 

of achieving those goals, and its objectives. 

2. Determine the main audience of the web site. 

3. Determine the overall web site structure and navigation. 

4. Determine the intended web site content and group this content. 

5. Document and evaluate each step and product of the information 

architecture process. 

6. Implement the information architecture on the web site and launch the 

web site. 

7. Maintain the web site through continual testing and re-evaluation. 

It is evident that the role of the information architect is becoming increasingly 

important. An information architect: 

• Clarifies the mission and vision for the site, balancing the needs of its 

sponsoring organization and the needs of its audiences, 

• Determines what content and functionality the site will contain, 

• Specifies how users will find information in the site by defining its 

organization, navigation, labeling and searching systems, 

• Maps out how the site will accommodate change and growth over time. 

(Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:11) 

An information architecture may be developed in two main ways: The 

hierarchy/ top-down approach and the relational database model/ bottom-up 

approach (Barker, 2005; Hagedorn, 2000; Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:36-41). 
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The hierarchy /top-down approach as the name suggests, involves establishing 

the user needs and the contextual needs before structuring the web site (Barker, 

2005; Hagedorn, 2000; Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:37). "The scope of the site 

and the creation of blueprints and mockups detailing the grouping and labeling 

of content areas" will thus be defined (Hagedorn, 2000=7). This approach is 

hierarchical in nature and is hence most understood by users (Rosenfeld & 

Marville, 1998:38). One has to pay special attention to the issues of breadth and 

depth when constructing organizational structures within web sites. Breadth is 

"the number of options at each level of the hierarchy" whereas depth is "the 

number of levels in the hierarchy" (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:38). A hierarchy 

that is "too narrow and deep", results in users having to go through many 

different levels to find the information they need, and if the hierarchy is "too 

broad and shallow", the user may be confused when trying to differentiate 

between all the available menu bar options on the main page (Rosenfeld & 

Marville, 1998:38). Holmes (2002:256-258) gives some guidelines on how to 

present the information architecture of a web site: defining "content labels" that 

are simple and concise; using the "three-clicks guideline" that strives to 

minimize the depth of the hierarchy of a web site by stating as a standard that 

content on a web site should be accessible after no more than three clicks from 

the main page; and using the "seven, plus or minus two guideline" that strives 

to minimize the breadth of the hierarchy of a web site by standardizing the 

number of options on the main page between five and nine so as not to confuse 

users of the web site. 

The relational database model, also known as the bottom-up approach is the 

name given to the method of organizing web site structure by doing the 

following (Barker, 2005; Hagedorn, 2000; Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:41): 

• Establishing the content needs of the web site. 

• Establishing the tools to use/access web site content. 
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■ And seeing how all of this relates to the other levels in the organizational 

structure. 

The tools that may be used for access to content are search engines, databases, 

and indexes (Barker, 2005; Hagedorn, 2000; Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:41). 

Hypertext is another way of developing the information architecture of a web 

site that allows access to its content in a non-linear fashion through the use of 

hyperlinks. On clicking on hyperlinks, the user is transported through to 

different sections or even pages of the web site, enabling them to skip chunks of 

content, resulting in a faster access to content. This organization structure can 

be used in conjunction with the above mentioned hierarchy /top-down approach 

and the relational database model/bottom-up approach (Rosenfeld & Marville, 

1998:40). 

2.4 Information architecture deliverables 

During the research stage in the development of an information architecture, 

the goals of the web site may be made known through a mission statement that 

states the purpose of building the web site (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:137). 

The main audience of the web site may be determined through listing potential 

audiences along with their needs, and then having the web design team assess 

the key audience (Fervoy, 2001; Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:139-140). The web 

site structure and navigation is determined in the early stages of an information 

architecture plan. It involves the design team holding brainstorming sessions 

that utilize flipcharts, white boards, or even index cards that aid collaborative 

idea generation (Holmes, 2002:192; Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:148). Since 

organizations may want to include a lot of information on their web site, each 

department may be requested to submit a "wish list" that details all the 

information that they would want on the web site (Rosenfeld & Marville, 

1998:144). Content inventory forms are filled in by the required personnel, they 

then rank the information contents submitted in the wish lists, thus segmenting 

the information content into separate categories (Rosenfeld & Marville, 
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1998:145-146). Wish lists and content inventory forms are used to determine 

the scope and structure of the content of a web site (Rosenfeld & Morville, 

1998:142-145). 

The information architect is then required to draw up a "high-level architecture 

blueprint" that depicts the web site information content structure, labeling, and 

grouping (Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:154). In addition to the architecture 

blueprints, creating scenarios of user interaction with the web site aids the 

information architect in knowing what architectural design to implement for 

efficient navigation (Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:152). The preference of the way 

the information architecture of a web site 1s graphically 

represented/diagrammed, depends on the intended use of the diagram and on 

the user of the diagram (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:132). The architecture 

may therefore be represented graphically in the following ways (Brinck, Gergle 

& Wood, 2002:132-137): 

■ An outline showing a list of the hierarchy of the web site. It may be used 

by the design team, for usability testing, and by users in deciding on the 

content of the web site. 

■ A flowchart that depicts tasks that can be performed on the site in a 

step-by-step procedure. 

■ A tree diagram that better represents the hierarchy within a site, also 

depicting the web pages at higher and lower levels showing their 

navigation and content labels. These diagrams may also be used by the 

design team, for usability testing, and by users in deciding on the content 

and navigation labels and their categories. 

■ A page schematic which shows the individual web page architecture 

design, and if all the pages in a site are depicted, then the entire 

architecture of the web site can be represented. 
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Before vast amounts of effort and money have been invested into coding the 

web site, documents known as paper prototypes/architectural page mockups 

may be used (Holmes, 2002:196; Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:156-157). These 

documents sketch the entire web site on paper, and user tasks can be analyzed. 

If any changes are required, these may be done quickly and cheaply on paper 

(Holmes, 2002:196; Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:157). 

The web designer at this stage has to draw up sketches known as "design 

sketches" that illustrate the graphic identity of the first level web pages 

(Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:157-159). "Web-based prototypes" may then be 

employed and rendered through user testing to refine the design (Rosenfeld & 

Morville, 1998:160). These prototypes take on the form of a "wireframe", that is, 

a minimally coded version of the web site that can be submitted for usability 

testing (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:136). 

After a satisfactory web design has been achieved the web site may be launched. 

The information architect details the entire web site structure, organization, 

labeling and navigation in a document known as an "architecture style guide" 

(Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:169). This guide can be used for maintenance 

purposes by future web designers, information architects and design teams 

(Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:169). The guide provides specific information on 

how to add additional content to the architecture without causing disarray 

(Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:169). 
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2.5 Organizing information content on web sites 

In organizing the information architecture of a web site, a clear distinction 

between the organization scheme and organization structure has to be made, 

with the former referring to the identifying of the similarities of content items, 

hence leading to "the logical grouping of those items", and the latter referring to 

the relationships between the two - that is, content items and their logical 

groups (Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:26). 

Having stated the above, there are three mam categories of organization 

schemes: "Exact; Ambiguous/Inexact; and Hybrid organization schemes" 

(Holmes, 2002:240; Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:27-36). Exact schemes are easy 

to design and use since content items are arranged according to well-known 

and definite ways: these may be "alphabetical; chronological; geographical; or 

numeric" (Holmes, 2002:240-243; Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:27). 

Alphabetical exact schemes are the easiest to understand and a common 

example would be the arrangement of words within a dictionary (Rosenfeld & 

Morville, 1998:27-28). Chronological exact schemes arrange content by date 

and a common example would be a newspaper archive (Holmes, 2002:242; 

Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:28). Geographical exact schemes organize content 

according to geographically-disparate regions and areas: a common example 

that exhibits this feature is a map (Holmes, 2002:243; Rosenfeld & Morville, 

1998:28). Numeric exact schemes organize content according to numerical 

order and an internationally known example that exhibits this organizational 

behavior is the Dewey Decimal System (Holmes, 2002:241). 

Ambiguous/Inexact schemes are not easy to design and may be difficult to use if 

not designed well. These include: "topical; task-oriented; audience-specific; and 

metaphor-driven" schemes (Holmes, 2002:246-247; Rosenfeld & Morville, 

1998:29-33). Arranging content by topic or subject m topical 
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ambiguous/inexact schemes generally tends to be more effective than any of the 

other mentioned exact organization schemes, with common examples of this 

type of scheme exhibited in magazines (Holmes, 2002:247; Rosenfeld & 

Marville, 1998:31). Task-oriented ambiguous/inexact schemes " ... organize 

content and applications into a collection of processes, functions, or tasks" as is 

the case in software applications that allow one to perform functions such as 

edit, delete, and other functions (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:31). Audience

specific ambiguous/inexact schemes require a clear distinction between two or 

more types of audiences, since content is arranged differently for each type 

(Holmes, 2002:249; Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:32). There are two types of 

audience-specific schemes: they are open and closed schemes. An open scheme 

allows the different audiences to view the content of the complete site 

regardless of which audience type they may fall under (Rosenfeld & Marville, 

1998:32). A closed scheme restricts access to content according to the audience 

type: this may be in cases where privacy is a concern, or where there is a need 

for security or registration (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:32-33). Metaphor

driven schemes use metaphors to arrange content. If used properly they can aid 

a user to identify new content, and if used inappropriately, they may hinder the 

user and act as a barrier to identifying new content (Holmes, 2002:250; 

Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:33). An example of a metaphor-driven scheme 

would be the desktop icon used to symbolize the recycle bin: its function can be 

deduced from the metaphor-driven icon (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:33). 

Hybrid schemes offer a combination of the exact schemes and the 

ambiguous/inexact schemes and are harder to use: a non-electronic example 

would be of the yellow pages (Holmes, 2002:252). Organization of information 

on a web site has strong links to the navigation of the whole web site; labeling; 

and indexing (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:26). 

Other ways of organizing content on a web site may be by organizational 

structure, where content is structured in the same way as the internal 

organization (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:150). This structure is better suited 
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to an intranet since it tends to ignore the vast types of users that may access the 

site via the Internet (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:150). An intranet is a private 

network built with the same technology as the Internet but it restricts access to 

persons within the network (WordNet Princeton University, 2006). This 

structure makes it easier for the organization to update its information by 

department (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:150). 

Content may also be arranged by a less common approach: by life event. "This 

organization is based on correlating with major events in a person's life" 

(Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:150). 

When the move from one organizational content structure to another on a web 

site is not made explicit, there may be two different web site databases with 

different structures all present on the same web site. Such an organization of 

content is not reliable and it affects the usability of the web site (Brinck, Gergle 

& Wood, 2002:150-151). 

2.5.1 Organization schemes and topologies 

The topology of a web site refers to the overall content structure of the site. "The 

topology is the primary way that pages are linked together" (Brinck, Gergle & 

Wood, 2002:146). On designing a web site topology, a combination of the 

different types of topologies available would be the optimal structural 

organization of content. 
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The table below gives a summary of the different topologies (Brinck, Gergle & 

Wood, 2002:147): 

Topology Characteristics 

Hierarchy ( or 

Tree) 

Linear Topology 

(or Sequence) 

Matrix (or Grid) 

Full Mesh 

-Most common and well understood 

-Allows relatively fast navigation from one page to another 

-Expands easily to support more information 

-Good for processes, stories, and sometimes for moving 

through ordered lists of similar items 

-Can be time-consuming, so sequences should be kept 

short 

-Sometimes appropriate for two-dimensional data, such as 

maps 

-Should not replace other ways to access the information, 

such as search or an index, since it's tedious to get around 

-Connects everything to everything, allowing rapid 

navigation 

-Only feasible for small sites or small sections within a site 

Arbitrary Network -Sometimes appropriate when the structure is not well 

understood 

Hybrid 

-Is often the de facto organization when no central 

authority can determine the organization 

-Can be aided by a secondary organization to help users 

find things 

-The most common form in practice, as most sites are a 

combination of these various topologies to some degree 

-Needs to be made clear to users where the organization 

changes 

Source: (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:147). 

Table 2.1: Web site topologies 
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2.6 Navigation systems design 

The navigation system of a web site enables users to move through the web 

pages of the site. It builds on site-wide context by providing a page title that 

may be bookmarked or stored in history links; in addition to that it also 

enhances the flexibility of the site, allowing users to not only move up and down 

to their desired pages, but to also move laterally and vertically through the 

hierarchy (Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:50-51). Navigation systems are designed 

to answer three questions: "where am I?; where have I been?; and where can I 

go?" (Holmes, 2002:267; Nielsen, 2oooa:188). 

In addition to answering the above questions, a web site should also answer the 

following questions: 

• What site is this (Site ID), 

• What page am I on? (Page name), 

• What are the major sections of this site? (Sections), 

• What are my options at this level? (Local navigation), 

• Where am I in the scheme of things ("You are here" indicators), 

• How can I search? (Krug, 2000:87) 

Navigation has strong links to web site content, and in turn it also affects the 

overall site usability (Holmes, 2002:264; Spool and others, 1999:10,12). There 

are a number of different navigation system types, and each type will be 

discussed below (Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:53-58): 

■ "Hierarchical Navigation Systems": As the name states, this type of 

a navigation system is based on the different levels of information on a 

web site, it is usually used in combination with other navigational 

systems. 
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■ "Global/Site-Wide Navigation Systems": This type of navigation 

system employs some conventional rules and may be used in conjunction 

with the hierarchical navigation system. These rules state that every page 

should contain a link back to the home page; the company logo should be 

clearly displayed in the top left hand corner; a proper page title should be 

displayed on the page to orient users; and that pages should not link 

back to the same page on which the user is (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 

2002:164; Nielsen, 2oooa:189; Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:54-55). 

■ "Local Navigation Systems": This type of navigation system may be 

used in conjunction with a global/site-wide navigation system. A 

navigation system of this type tries to ensure a consistent page layout 

style and navigation approach of a web site across higher levels down to 

lower levels. 

■ "Ad Hoc Navigation": Navigation of this type is employed when 

content cannot be placed into either hierarchical, global/site-wide, or 

local navigation systems. Instead links that may be embedded or external 

links are provided to aid navigation. Embedded links are an " ... elegant, 

unobtrusive solution" and they occur within sentences and paragraphs 

where certain words are actually used as hypertext links (Rosenfeld & 

Marville, 1998:57). External links are hypertext links that do not have 

any surrounding text that may otherwise block a user from seeing them 

when scanning through a page (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:57). 

Navigation elements are classed as "Integrated" or "Remote" (Rosenfeld & 

Marville, 1998:58-63). Integrated navigation elements include: "Hypertext 

links; Buttons; Navigation bars; Frames; Hot spots and Pull-down menus" 

(Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:58). Remote navigation elements are remote to the 

existing web site hierarchy and include: " ... Tables of contents; Indexes; Site 

maps; and The Guided tour ... " (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:63). 
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2.6.1 Integrated navigation elements 

Hypertext links are links on a web site that provide access to web pages once 

they are clicked (Holmes, 2002:277). Buttons function in much the same way as 

a hypertext link, except they take on a different appearance. They are usually 

small in size ("thumbnail-sized"), they may be images in three dimensions (3-

D) or illustrations similar to icons (Holmes, 2002:279). 

Navigation bars are " ... a collection of hypertext links grouped together on a 

page" and may also be represented graphically" ... as an image map or as graphic 

images within a table structure" (Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:58). Primary 

navigation bars are usually placed at the top of the page by convention (Holmes, 

2002:280). 

Frames are a navigation device that allows one to view and scroll multiple 

screens within the same web page, but they have been associated with many 

usability problems with users such as: difficulty when trying to bookmark the 

page; they tend to take up a lot of screen space; each frame on the page is a 

different file, hence downloading time for the page takes longer; and 

inconsistency of the display of the frames when using different web browsers is 

a significant problem (Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:61; Spool and others, 

1999:22). Frames fall under the category of navigation bars and they provide a 

"persistent navigation" through "static navigation bars", which means that the 

navigation bar remains visible by users even when they scroll down the web 

page (Krug, 2000:62). Persistent navigation should always include the 

following elements: site identification; a hypertext link to the home page; a 

search feature; sections that provide access to different areas of the web page; 

and utilities for access to remote navigation elements and to features that 

provide additional information but are remote to the hierarchy of the site (Krug, 

2000:62-65). 
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Hot spots are used to show active links. They are used mainly in "image maps, 

video, or QuickTime VR [Virtual Reality]" (Holmes, 2002:280). Pull-down 

menus are integrated navigation elements that provide a means to save screen 

space because they pack a lot of options on the screen at once. As the cursor is 

rolled over the word or navigation button, a list of other available options 

appears (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:63). Pop-up menus are a special type of 

pull-down menu, where the list of options "pop-up" on the screen on a separate 

dialogue box (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:63). 

2.6.2 Remote navigation elements 

Remote navigation elements are also known as supplemental navigation 

(Holmes, 2002:286; Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:63). They are primarily used to 

orient the user with the structure of the site by providing an overview of the 

content on a web site (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:63; Spool and others, 

1999:29). 

Tables of contents and site maps have a lot in common. Table of contents are 

familiar to users since these types of navigation elements are common even in 

print media, where an overview of the information content of an item is 

represented by means of a list of contents in the beginning of the media. Users 

then have to page through to the desired page. In the web media, hypertext 

links are clicked to provide non-linear access to web pages (Rosenfeld & 

Marville, 1998:65). 

Indexes that are web-based, employ the use of terms arranged in a logical order 

to show the content of the site (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:161). These terms 

should be of relevance to the user. They may be obtained from standard 

taxonomies; from focus groups; from scanning through the site search log 

records (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:66-67). 
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The site map developed for this dissertation is shown in Chapter Four. Site 

maps are used to present a "visual representation" of the information content 

and structure of the whole site (Spool and others, 1999:29). 

2.6.2.1 Site maps introduction 

Site maps represent the information architecture structure of a web site 

visually, this may also be represented graphically depending on the web 

designers preferences (Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:66; Spool and others, 

1999:29). Therefore site maps are essentially a " ... graphical representation of 

the architecture of a Web site" (Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:66). Users in a web 

environment tend to use certain navigational aids to help them surf the 

navigational space on web pages. Site maps fall under the broad category of 

navigation devices. 

In the beginning stages of web page design, ideally the information architect 

would draw up a site map that would be used by the design team, and it should 

contain as much detail in order to explain the organizational structure of the 

content information of the web site without further input from the information 

architect (Siegel, 1997:213). This design may be added on the web site at a later 

stage (Siegel, 1997:213). 

Web sites employing site maps are intended to help users find their way around 

the site to the information they need, and if carefully designed, the users 

location within the site will be made explicit. This may be done through the use 

of hypertext link colours, and the whole structure and scope of the site will form 

a good mental map1 in the user's mind (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:161; 

Nielsen, 2oooa:189). Therefore one may conclude that a site map is "an 

orientation and navigation tool" (Gagnon, 2002). 

1 Mental map: "is an idea the user has of how the overall web site is structured" (Brinck, Gergle 

& Wood, 2002:123). This is achieved through good navigation techniques and a well organized 

site map (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:123). 
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The importance of site maps has grown over the years and studies have shown a 

general increase in the number of web sites that include their own site maps. 

Russell (2002) used a list of the web sites of the Fortune 500 companies and 

noted that of the 497 sites viewed, 59% of them had site maps, showing an 

increase by 5% from an earlier study done in 1999. Even though site maps are 

normally designed to aid navigation, badly designed site maps may add to the 

confusion of web users (Nielsen, 2002). Furthermore, badly located site maps 

within the web site may hinder a web user from actually even finding this aid 

(Nielsen, 2002). Usability studies were conducted on ten web sites with results 

indicating that users could either not locate the site maps on the web pages, or 

did not use them at all (Nielsen, 2002). 

Some web sites have an alphabetical index list that acts as a site-wide index. 

This alphabetical listing may not be very helpful as compared to a site map, for 

the list just gives terms alphabetically arranged and requires the user to know 

what terms the designer has used to label content items, instead of just showing 

the overall structure of the web site, possibly leading further to the confusion of 

the user whilst trying to navigate the site (Gagnon, 2002; Rosenfeld & Marville, 

1998:66). One may conclude therefore that a web site is better off having a good 

functional site map than not to have one at all, or than supplementing it with a 

site-wide index (Gagnon, 2002). 

As mentioned in section 2.6, Nielsen (2oooa:188) identified the main questions 

that a good navigation design attempts to make known: 

■ Where am I? 

■ Where have I been? 

■ Where can I go? 

The above questions may be answered through a well-designed web site 

structure, which may also be communicated to non-knowledgeable users 
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through navigation aids such as site maps (Nielsen, 2oooa:188). Furthermore a 

site map may be used by information architects and the entire design team to 

analyze the site and to see whether there are any inconsistencies in the site 

content and layout (Toub, 1999). In that case, the map also shows " ... where 

content is deep or shallow, whether there are inconsistencies in the way content 

is grouped and labeled, whether groupings and labels fit user tasks, and 

whether labels are direct and unambiguous" (Toub, 1999). Thus one may 

conclude that a site map is very useful although its purpose may not yet be fully 

realized by many. 

2.6.2.2 Types of site maps 

Site maps can be generally distinguished as a textual list possibly resembling an 

index at one extreme, and as a complex hypertext link of graphically connected 

nodes at the other extreme (Gagnon, 2002). Basically, the type of site map has 

to be designed to suit the target users' needs otherwise it may be rendered as 

useless (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:161; Gagnon, 2002; Nielsen, 2002). 
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The table below shows the main categories under which site maps may be 

classed: 

Category Definition 

Categorical Simple list of topics with category titles 

Extended List of 3 or more levels "deep" 

Categorical 

Full Similar to the extended categorical site map, except all the 

Categorical levels are displayed 

Restricted Similar to both the extended and full categorical site map, 

Categorical except that the hyperlink sub-categories under the main 

categories are only viewable once they are clicked 

Hierarchical Categorical lists with lines or boxes showing some 

navigational relationship between groupings 

Graphical More formal uses of shapes and lines, such as m an 

organizational chart, usually less text 

Alphabetical Simple A-Z listing of topics 

Index 

Source: Adapted from Russell (2002) and Bernard (1999). 

Table 2.2: Site map categories and definitions 

When deciding on the type of site map, a number of considerations have to be 

taken into account. A study of the search performance of the three major site 

map types, namely, the alphabetical index; the full categorical; and the 

restricted categorical site maps, revealed that searches that produced successful 

results were those in the full and restricted categorical site maps (Bernard, 

1999). The results went further to show that the full and restricted categorical 

site maps were generally easier to use than the alphabetical index and users 

showed more satisfaction using these types of maps, and when asked to rank 

the three, the most preferred was the full categorical site map (Bernard, 1999). 
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Gagnon (2002) suggests that if the web site is made up of a list of accessible 

documents, with users needs focused on the content of these documents, then a 

textual list site map is preferred. If on the other hand, the web site tries to show 

many complex structural relationships and information content, then a 

graphical map is preferred. 

2.6.2.3 Advantages and disadvantages of site maps 

The main advantage of site maps is that they give an overview of the web site 

allowing the user to get a full view of the information structure of the site all at 

once (Nielsen, 2002). Site maps also increase the likelihood that users will 

explore the web site more and will retrieve better search results resembling an 

expert's results without having to know the name of the item they are looking 

for (Danielson, 2002; Gagnon, 2002). This is due to the fact that the site map 

enables the user to develop their own mental picture of the web site, therefore 

producing successful results and searches when using the web site (Brinck, 

Gergle & Wood, 2002:161). The site maps also achieve better results because 

they show visual representations of the relationships that exist between the 

information on a web site (Holmes, 2002:253). Therefore users know not only 

where to find the information, but also how this information fits into the 

structure of the web site (Holmes, 2002:253). 

One major disadvantage of the site map is that the user may be disoriented 

when it displays more information than is required, which may be the result of 

a very messy over-detailed site map (Cockburn & Greenberg, 2000). Site maps 

however only tend to be very useful if they are in constant view by the users 

throughout their interaction with the web site (Danielson, 2002). 
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Experiments in a study done to test whether a constant view of a site map 

improves users searching in comparison to those web sites that did not, 

revealed that users with a constant view of the site map: 

■ Abandoned fewer information-seeking tasks, 

■ Showed different navigational correlates of success and reported information-seeking 

confidence, 

■ Dug deeper into the site hierarchy and spent more time at lower levels, 

■ Made less use of the Back button, 

■ Made more movements outside the immediate hierarchical family of the current node, 

■ Better estimated the number of distinct pages they had visited while navigating. 

(Danielson, 2002) 

Since site maps are "remote navigation elements" which are accessible on 

separate pages from the main navigational space of the web site, it is therefore 

difficult to have a constant view of the site map (Rosenfeld & Morville, 

1998:63). Pop-up windows containing the site map have two main advantages. 

They do not take the user from their current view to that of the site map thus 

forcing the user to have to use the back button to go back to their previous page; 

and the user can view both the current view and the site map simultaneously 

(Russell, 2002). However pop-up windows are not favored by users who tend to 

think they are advertisements (Russell, 2002). 

2.6.2.4 Guidelines for site maps 

Since users are easily confused with too much information being displayed at 

once, the recommendation is to keep site maps exact, short and simple 

(Nielsen, 2002). A number of design guidelines regarding the size of these site 

maps have been proposed. Nielsen (2002), recommends that the size of the 

map should not be greater than "two-and-a-half times the window size most 

common among your users". Sitemaps.org (2007) recommends that the site 

map files should not exceed 10 Megabytes (10, 485, 760 bytes) and should not 
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include more than 50, ooo Uniform Resource Locators (URLs), otherwise the 

size of the site map may slow down the web server. 

Garrett has developed his own standards for drawing visual diagrams (2002). 

Gagnon (2002) has developed site map guidelines based on the work done by 

the graphic designer, Tufte. Taub (1999) established his own set of guidelines 

based on usability tests and on his use of "table of contents". He uses the phrase 

"table of contents" to refer to a site map on the web as well (Brinck, Gergle & 

Wood, 2002:161; Taub, 1999). 

Based on Gagnon's (2002) and Toub's (1999) guidelines, the following 

principles were considered to be important guidelines for constructing a good 

site map: 

■ Scope of site map: The site structure should be fully represented by 

the site map. 

■ Location of site map: The site map should be easy to locate and 

identify on the web site. 

■ Legibility: The site map should include legible text links as a hyperlink 

that may be clicked on. 

■ Hyperlink labels on the site map: Terms that the user would not be 

able to understand should not be used. Too many abbreviations in an 

attempt to include as few words as possible should not be used either. 

The use of easily understood text labels is preferred. 

■ Hierarchical: The structure of the site map should be uniform, with 

logical groupings shown at the different levels, clearly making the 

hierarchy visible. 

■ Structure of the site map: The structure of the site map should aid 

navigation and not include useless information and be populated by a lot 

of confusing colours. The structure of the site map should provide useful, 

to-the-point, and concise information. 
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■ Length of site map: The desired length of the site map, requires a 

"balance" between including too much information and not including 

enough information on the site map. With large web sites, their site 

maps tend to be big covering several pages. These maps should provide 

summary data in the form of an overview that enables users to select the 

section of information that they want. 

■ Managing complex site maps: Complexity in site maps may occur in 

cases when the web site has too much information to include in its site 

map. This may be overcome through the use of restricted categorical site 

maps, described above. In addition, contrast may be made visual through 

the use of colours, text size, and other techniques, to achieve layering 

and separation for easy readability of the map. 

■ Downloading time of a site map: In order not to make users with 

restricted bandwidth have to wait longer for the site map to download, 

designers may be required to provide two versions of a site map. One 

without interactive media that may download quicker, and one with 

interactive media, allowing the user to choose between the two. 

Guided tours are normally used on web sites that provide services at a fee, and 

these tours are used to entice people to subscribe to these services (Rosenfeld & 

Morville, 1998:69). Guided tours are usually ignored and it is for this reason 

that web designers place them on splash pages: these are introductory pages 

that users have to view before they access the web site main page (Holmes, 

2002:316; Nielsen, 2oooa:176; Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:69). 

2.6.3 Designing navigation elements 

On designing navigation elements, one has to develop navigation controls and 

navigational aids. Navigation controls are the actual integrated or remote 

navigation elements that provide access to the content of a site (Holmes, 

2002:277). Navigation aids provide a means to identify the navigation controls 

(Holmes, 2002:277-278). 
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Navigation aids include: "Colour-coding; Icons; Button states; Sound cues; and 

metaphors" (Holmes, 2002:282-285). Colour may be used to differentiate 

between sections or areas of content within a site, and this is known as colour

coding (Holmes, 2002:278,282-283). Icons provide illustrations of where the 

hypertext link will lead the user, and they are better understood if they are 

labeled with explanatory text (Holmes, 2002:283; Nielsen, 2oooa:180). 

Explanatory text may be provided through roll over text: this is text that 

displays when the mouse cursor is placed over the icon, or by labeling the icon. 

Button states refer to the appearance of the cursor when placed over the 

buttons in a web site. The cursor may change shape; colour; or size to indicate 

that the button may be clicked on (Holmes, 2002:284). Sound cues, may use 

sound to indicate an action on a web site, such as a clicking sound to indicate 

selection of an icon, or the use of music to differentiate sections of a site 

(Holmes, 2002:284). Metaphors may be icons, or buttons, or simply visual 

representations that are used to convey the meaning of a hyperlink to users. 

They are only useful if they are well understood by users, so using conventional 

metaphors results in better usability (Nielsen, 2oooa:180). 

2.6.4 Navigation presentation 

The navigation presentation is enhanced by navigational styles, such as: 

"Minimal navigation; Breadcrumbs; Tabs; Top-level categories; Expanding 

outlines; Progress bars; Standalone subsites; and Redundant navigation bars" 

(Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:156-161). 

Minimal navigation provides navigation by linking every page of a web site to 

either the home page or to the site map (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:156). 

The company logo has become a convention to link users back to the home page 

(Krug, 2000:66). This navigation style does not make the site structure self

evident to the user (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:156). Page names also 
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provide minimal navigation on web pages. They must have the same name as 

the hyperlink titles that lead the user to the web page so as to increase the 

confidence of the user in the structure of the site (Krug, 2000:72). 

Breadcrumbs are better suited to show the site structure than minimal 

navigation. They show the linear path of web pages that the user took to get 

from the home page to the current page (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:157; 

Krug, 2000:76; Nielsen, 2oooa:206). Therefore the user is better oriented 

within the web site, knowing not only the site structure but where they are 

within the site structure (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:157). According to 

Brinck, Gergle and Wood (2002:157) and Krug (2000:78), breadcrumb trails 

should be placed where users can easily see them: this is usually at the top of 

the web page. The words "You are here" may be used to indicate that it is a 

breadcrumb trail and not the navigation bar. The breadcrumb trail should be in 

a smaller font size for the sake of clarity, with the current page in boldface; and 

use the greater than symbol(">") to separate page levels from the home page to 

the current page. 

Tabs on a web site perform a similar function to the tabs on folders in a 

file/book (Krug, 2000:79). They divide the web site into different sections, and 

their arrangement is easily understood by users (Krug, 2000:79-80). The tab 

that is clicked (the active tab) appears to be "in front" of the other optional tabs 

on the web site, this is because of the use of a different colour to indicate the 

active tab (colour-coding) (Krug, 2000:81,85). 

Top-level categories are one of the navigation styles usually employed on large 

web sites. This navigation style lists the top-level page breadcrumbs trail, and 

just below this trail, the sub-navigation bar shows the different categories 

available on the current page (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:157-158). 

Expanding outlines provide hypertext links to web pages, and once they are 

clicked, the list of hypertext links expands to show where the user is within the 
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hierarchy of the site (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:158-159). These expanding 

outlines are in constant view by the user when using the site, and hence they 

provide a clear site structure. 

Progress bars are normally used on search results pages. They consist of a long 

list of linear pages that are numbered and they also include links for previous 

and next pages (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:159). Colour-coding assists the 

user to know which pages have already been viewed (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 

2002:159). 

Standalone subsites are web sites that can function on their own and have links 

back to the main home page (Nielsen, 2oooa:222-224). This occurs in instances 

where the site has grown too big to show the structure comprehensively 

(Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:160). 

Navigation bars are normally situated on the top of the page. Redundant 

navigation bars are navigation bars that are included at the bottom of the page 

so that the user does not have to scroll back to the top of a page to see the 

principal options on the main navigation bar (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 

2002:160-161). 

2.6.5 Human navigation models 

This section refers to the different models of human navigation. These are 

theoretical models of the different ways in which users search for information 

within a web site. The different types of models include: "Omniscience; Optimal 

rationality; Satisficing; Mental maps; Rote memorization; Information 

foraging; and Information costs" (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:121-127). 
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The Omniscience human navigation model is an unrealistic VIew of how 

humans navigate a web site. This model assumes that (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 

2002:121,126): 

■ The user knows the structure of the web site. 

■ The user knows how to get the information they need in the quickest 

possible way. 

■ And, the user does not make any mistakes when trying to search for 

information. 

The Optimal rationality human navigation model is more realistic than the 

omniscience model. It assumes that the user can make value-based decisions 

dependent on what they have seen. They do this by judging whether or not a 

specific link will guide them on to the information they seek, and therefore 

based on this, they choose the best path according to their user perceptions 

(Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:121,126). 

The Satisficing human navigation model assumes that users do not like having 

to remember any information. In that case, their navigation decisions are based 

on the information with which the web site supplies them (Brinck, Gergle & 

Wood, 2002:121,126). 

Mental maps assume that the users will develop a clear indication of the web 

site structure. This is due to the fact that the site provides them with navigation 

elements such as site maps and navigation bars (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 

2002:123,126). 

Rote memorization is a human navigation model that relies on repeat users of a 

site becoming familiar with a site. Once this happens, they continually use the 

same path when searching for information within the site (Brinck, Gergle & 

Wood, 2002:124,127). 
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The Information foraging model assumes that as users gain information from a 

site, their initial goals tend to change. The model also assumes that users try to 

get as much information as possible from a site before they move onto another 

(Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:124,127). 

The Information costs model assumes that users base their navigation decisions 

on the "cost" of gaining the information they need. This cost refers to the 

amount of mental concentration and time the user expends when trying to find 

information. The cost of gaining information on a site should balance the 

likelihood of finding the necessary information (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 

2002:124,127). 

2. 7 Labeling systems 

Labeling systems are established after the design of the structural organization 

and navigation systems of the web site (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:72). 

Labeling systems are used to make terminology, vocabulary, and the style of 

presenting information content consistent within a web site (Brinck, Gergle & 

Wood, 2002:164). Labels are placed to separate the vast sections of information 

on a site, and these labels are based on pre-defined standards (Brinck, Gergle & 

Wood, 2002:164; Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:72). 

Making sure that the correct labels are used plays a major role in deciding how 

well users will be able to navigate the web site and also how well they can 

visualize the site structure (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:164). Rosenfeld and 

Marville (1998:86-91) suggest that labels within the labeling systems may be 

obtained from: 

• controlled vocabularies. 

• looking at other similar sites. 

• the context of the content on the site. 

• already existing labels created early on during the site's development. 
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■ experts and through analyzing search terms searched for on the site 

("query analysis"). 

The labels developed for a web site should be understood by the user and 

should be used consistently within the site (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:97-98). 

On developing a labeling system, the labels should initially be listed 

alphabetically in order to note any inconsistencies. Thereafter the scope and the 

eventual size of the system should be determined (Rosenfeld & Marville, 

1998:93-95). There is a positive correlation between the size of the site and the 

size of the labeling system (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:93-95). The information 

scent/information residue "is the shade of meaning in a label..." and it is 

generally what users use to base their decisions on whether or not a link label 

contains the information they need (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:123). The 

information scent/information residue of the label should convey meaning to a 

user (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:123). 

2.7.1 Types of labeling systems 

Web-based labeling systems exist in two categories: textual and iconic labeling 

systems (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:76). Textual labels include the labels that 

appear on navigation elements such as navigation bars; the labels used as 

searchable index terms to place content into categories for easy browsing; the 

labels used as links within the information content; and the labels used to 

describe the information content that follows by means of headings (Rosenfeld 

& Marville, 1998:76-84). 

Iconic labeling uses small representative pictures known as icons to label links 

on a site (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:84-85). These representative 

pictures/icons cannot be used on their own for they may mean different things 

to different users, so it is best to provide a link title associated with the 

picture/icon (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:315). On developing icons, a 

prototype has to be developed, and then this prototype undergoes a series of 

tests resulting in a number of usable icons, the cycle is then repeated (Brinck, 
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Gergle & Wood, 2002:315). This is done because users tend to have problems 

matching the icon to its intended meaning. The process therefore aims to 

eliminate the icons that would result in the most usability problems. 

2.8 Searching systems 

Searching systems are very important features to have on a web site. This is 

because more than half of web users on accessing a web site are inclined to start 

using the search feature before attempting to do anything else (Nielsen, 

2oooa:224). Searching systems are normally included within sites that are 

large, and have content that is bound to change rapidly over a short period of 

time, in order to support the user finding the information they need quickly 

(Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:100-101). Analyzing the search logs from a site lets 

one know what information users seek, but have difficulty in finding (Nielsen, 

2oooa:237). 

Users have different information needs and they also exhibit different ways of 

searching for this information within a site (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:102). 

The different modes of searching include: "Known-item searching; Existence 

searching; Exploratory searching; and Comprehensive searching" (Rosenfeld & 

Marville, 1998:102-103). 

Known-item searching occurs when users know exactly what information they 

want and they require just one answer to their search query (Rosenfeld & 

Marville, 1998:102). Existence searching occurs when users know what 

information they want, but they are unable to formulate it into a search query 

and they are also not sure if a solution exists (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:102). 

Exploratory searching occurs when users know how to formulate their 

information need into a search query, but they are unsure of the solution and 

this causes them to explore the information base (Rosenfeld & Marville, 

1998:102). Comprehensive searching occurs when users are researching and 

they require comprehensive knowledge of all existing information on a specific 

subject (Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:103). 



2.8.1 Designing search systems 

On designing search systems the designer has to take into account the different 

types of user preferences along with their different modes of searching 

(Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:105). The search interface should also include a 

section where the user can browse the web site (Rosenfeld & Morville, 

1998:109). There is a distinct correlation between the size of the search box and 

the number of query terms that users will enter (Nielsen, 2oooa:233). Studies 

show that within the same web site, users entered an average of more words 

when they were supplied with a larger search box than with a smaller search 

box (Nielsen, 2oooa:233). The reasons for this are that users feel the search box 

size represents how long their query terms should be, and hence they are less 

likely to want to enter more terms than they can view in the search box 

(Nielsen, 2oooa:233). 

Search systems may allow users to either search a particular section within the 

site ("subsite"), or to search the entire site (Nielsen, 2oooa:227). It is 

recommended that the entire site be searchable by default so as to improve 

search results (Nielsen, 2oooa:227). Boolean logic in search systems should be 

avoided, for it is not well understood by novice users (Nielsen, 2oooa:227). 

Advanced search systems may include features like: "fuzzy logic matches; spell 

correction; alternate spellings; synonyms; stem words; and stop words" 

(Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:171-172). Fuzzy logic yields results that may not 

exactly match the search query, but that may be relevant to the user in addition 

to the required search results for the search query (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 

2002:171-172). Fuzzy logic uses an algorithm that results in the retrieval of 

closely related results. Spell correction should be performed by the search 

system when the user enters terms that may be misspelled (Nielsen, 

2oooa:227). A search system should retrieve results with both alternate 

spellings that may exist between American English and British English (Brinck, 

Gergle & Wood, 2002:172). Search systems should provide "synonym 

expansion" (Nielsen, 2oooa:227). This is achieved when a search system 
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" ... expands the scope of its search to recognize synonyms and related terms" 

(Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:172). Stem words are the "root words" and 

search systems have to be able to deal with " ... different word forms, how to 

strip prefixes and suffixes, ... how to handle singular and plural forms of words" 

(Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:172). Stop words are words such as "the" and 

"an" ("determiners, conjunctions, prepositions") that a search system will not 

index because they do not hold any significant meaning (Brinck, Gergle & 

Wood, 2002:172). 

2.8.2 Search systems interface 

A search engine interface includes the results pages, which should have a 

consistent style to that of the rest of the web site (Rosenfeld & Marville, 

1998:110). A search engine results page should list results in a logical order, 

preferably with the most relevant pages at the top of the page (Brinck, Gergle & 

Wood, 2002:175; Nielsen, 2oooa:230). On the results page, the retrieved pages 

should have titles, should include a short abstract known as a page description, 

and be associated with a keyword(s) for indexing purposes (Brinck, Gergle & 

Wood, 2002:174; Nielsen, 2oooa:231-232). The results page should also let the 

users see what query terms they entered and suggestions of other possible 

search terms should be given (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:173-174; Rosenfeld 

& Marville, 1998:121). The number of search results retrieved for a specific 

query should be stated (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:173; Rosenfeld & 

Marville, 1998:121). In particular cases where the user enters a search query 

that retrieves no results, the web page should provide more information on how 

to improve the search and make it easy for the user to resume searching again 

(Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:120-121). For results that span a number of pages, 

the user should be made aware of which sets of pages they are currently 

viewing, and which sets they have already viewed (e.g "Records 11-20 of 100") 

(Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:174; Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:121). 



2.9 Web usability 

Usability generally refers to how easily users can adapt themselves through 

learning in order to utilize a "web site; software application; mobile technology; 

or any user-operated device" and whether or not they are content with the 

results and the whole experience (United States Department of Health and 

Human Services, [2007a]). Usability is " ... the degree to which people (users) 

can perform a set of required tasks" (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:2).Therefore 

usability " ... measures the quality of a user's experience when interacting with a 

product or system ... " (United States Department of Health and Human 

Services, [2007a]). Usability of a web site depends largely on both what the user 

wishes to achieve when using the web site, and also on what the organization 

attempted to achieve on creating the web site (Spool and others, 1999:3-4). 

When a site is easy to use, then its usability is good (Spool and others, 1999:4). 

Krug (2000:11) stated his "first law of usability" to be to create a web site that 

does not require users to have to expend any energy on cognitive thinking in 

order to understand and use the site. 

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has an ISO 9241-11 

international standard for usability that gives advice on how to evaluate 

usability, and how to evaluate user satisfaction in this regard (UsabilityNet, 

2006). The ISO standard also provides the following definition of usability: "the 

extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified 

goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use" 

(UsabilityNet, 2006). Nielsen (2oooa:10-11) says that the main reason why 

usability has grown in importance in web design over the years is that web users 

decide whether or not to buy items on a site after they have assessed the site 

usability. But a couple of years ago, users would have to buy items before they 

could assess their usability, hence not much attention was given by the 

organization to improve usability since this did not affect their sales (Nielsen, 

2oooa:10-11). 
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2.9.1 Web usability factors 

On designing for web usability within a web site there are a number of design 

factors that have to be taken into consideration. The most important design 

factors should be decided upon and built into the site first (Brinck, Gergle & 

Wood, 2002:2-3). This is because these factors may sometimes be in "conflict 

with one another" (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:2-3). 

These factors, adapted from Brinck, Gergle and Wood (2002:2-3) and United 

States Department of Health and Human Services ([2007a]) include the 

following principles/issues to be considered: 

• Correctness: the web site should allow the user to accurately and 

correctly carry out their desired actions to retrieve information that is 

relevant and suits their needs. 

■ Efficiency: Users should be able to carry out actions efficiently on the 

web site. Users should therefore be able to carry out these actions 

quickly. 

• Flat learning curve: There should not be a sharp learning curve to use 

the web site. The site should be easy enough for a novice user to use 

without much guided help. User goals should be achieved with the least 

amount of effort with regard to the number of steps to complete a 

desired action. 

• Memorable: A web site that is easy to remember is generally more 

usable, and it does not force the user to have to exert any energy in trying 

to remember how to use the site. 

• Fault/error incidence: Faults/errors on a web site may include 

broken links or links that do not function properly. Faults/errors in a 

web site should be eliminated. Any faults/errors should be easy to 

discover, identify, and to rectify. The number of fault/error occurrences 

should be low to indicate a usable site. 
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• Individual satisfaction: After the site has been designed, the users get 

the final word in deciding whether or not the site is usable based on their 

own personal opinions. 

2.9.2 Web usability problems 

Brinck, Gergle and Wood (2002:4-11) give details on four broad problem areas 

with web usability. These problems include the following areas: "human 

perception; navigation; human memory; and database integration" (Brinck, 

Gergle & Wood, 2002:4). Human perception problems occur when the site 

confuses users in the way it is designed, especially if pages are designed in a 

manner that is not expected by the user (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:4). 

Badly designed navigation elements cause the user to feel lost in cyber-space 

(Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:5-7). These navigation elements help the user 

know the site structure, and an information architecture structure that is 

difficult to understand indicates a major usability problem (Nielsen, 

2oooa:198). As mentioned above as one of the web usability design factors, if 

users are required to remember information from one page to another, this is a 

usability problem (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:2; United States Department 

of Health and Human Services, [2007a]). Web sites that display some 

information content from their databases may suffer from problems that result 

in information not being displayed on the screen in the same way as it is in the 

database (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:9). Other problems may include having 

to reload the page to refresh the information (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:10-

11). 

2.9.3 Usability testing 

Krug (2000:141) concludes that in order to establish a "great" web site, usability 

tests have to be performed on the site at the prototype level, implementation 

level and for maintenance purposes. Therefore, usability testing is a significant 

step in both "pre-launch methods" and "post-launch methods" (Holmes, 

2002:424). "Usability testing is a technique for ensuring that the intended users 
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of a system can carry out the intended tasks efficiently, effectively and 

satisfactorily" (Gaffney, 1999). 

Usability evaluation encompasses usability testing of a web site, and it involves 

procedures such as: "usability inspection; group walkthroughs; and user 

testing" (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:406). Usability inspection is also known 

as an "expert critique" and a "heuristic evaluation" (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 

2002:408). It is performed by an interface designer evaluating the web site 

interface that the user will view, by using a set of checkpoints from a list of 

standard guidelines (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:406,408). More than one 

interface designer may evaluate the site separately to get a more balanced 

evaluation of the site (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:406). However, this type of 

evaluation does not take into account the users opinions (Brinck, Gergle & 

Wood, 2002:408). 

Group walkthroughs, involve everyone that took part in the design of the site, 

and requires them to evaluate the site based on them having to perform a series 

of tasks and noting any problems encountered when trying to do so (Brinck, 

Gergle & Wood, 2002:406). These groups of evaluators may be a group of 

designers ("Designer walkthroughs"); a group of people from different 

backgrounds ("Pluralistic walkthroughs"); a group of end-users, and employees 

of a company ("Scandinavian design and user participation"); a group of 

designers simulating other "stakeholder" roles ("Simulated roles"); or a group 

led by a facilitator and a scribe who takes notes of the walkthrough process 

("Facilitators and scribes") (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:420-422). 

User testing involves users having to interact with the web site and tackle an 

agreed upon set of tasks within a certain time frame (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 

2002:406; Krug, 2000:141). This type of testing has a number of advantages. It 

is a relatively inexpensive means of obtaining user perspectives on "a Web site, 

a prototype of a site, or some sketches of individual pages"; and since it involves 

the user, more user-defined problems are identified (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 
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2002:406; Krug, 2000:141). User testing is an iterative process, because once 

an identified problem is fixed, its usability has to be tested again (Krug, 

2000:143). 

Holmes (2002:425) identifies three steps needed to perform a usability test: 

"Plan the test; Conduct the test; and Interpret and implement the results of the 

test". Holmes (2002:427) has identified what he refers to as "the five W's" 

needed to plan a usability test. These are the "who, what, where, when, and 

why". The "who" aspect refers to the three groups of people involved in the 

testing process. These groups are the "test participants"; the "test facilitator"; 

the "test observers" (Holmes, 2002:428). The test participants refer to the 

users, and the main requirement of users is that they represent the target 

audience of the site that is being tested (Holmes, 2002:428; Krug, 2000:142). A 

decision regarding the number of participants has to be made. Nielsen (2000b) 

developed a model that showed that the ideal number of users that could best 

identify the most usability problems is five, and that the tests should be 

repeated three times. The test facilitator assists with conducting the test 

(Holmes, 2002:426-430). The test observers watch the user throughout the 

testing process and make notes based on their observations (Holmes, 

2002:430 ). The observers may be "team members, people from marketing and 

business development, and any other stakeholders" (Krug, 2000:151). 

The "what" aspect refers to what factors the usability test will test (Holmes, 

2002:434-435). These factors will then determine the scope of the test and the 

task (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:423). The set of tasks should be determined 

beforehand and posed to the user as a structured set of questions (Brinck, 

Gergle & Wood, 2002:427). 

The "where" aspect refers to the location of the actual usability test. The 

location may be a room with a desk and a computer with a network connection 

at one extreme, to a usability lab at the other (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 
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2002=432; Holmes, 2002:431; Krug, 2000:150). Usually the usability testing 

budget plays a role in determining the location for the test(Holmes, 2002:431). 

Usability labs may be specially designed and provide the following amenities: 

■ A pleasant facility that the test participants can be comfortable in 

■ Computer equipment necessary for displaying the Web site for the user 

■ Computer equipment for the test facilitator or observers to record their findings 

on 

■ Viewing windows, most typically mirrored windows, through which observers can 

silently watch the test being conducted 

■ Recording devices such as a video recorder or Web cams to capture the test 

participants' reactions and speech and a scan converter to record the computer 

screen 

Additional equipment in high-end facilities can include microphones, audio mixers, 

video editing facilities with a video mixer to place the video of the participant and the 

monitor side by side, and display monitors and speakers for reviewing the final video. 

(Holmes, 2002:431-432) 

The "when" aspect refers to the time in the web site design life cycle that the 

tests should be conducted. Holmes (2002:434) identifies the most important 

phases as being the "design and development phases". 

The "why" aspect aims to assess the reasons for conducting the usability test, 

that is essentially what specific questions does one want answered by the test 

(Holmes, 2002:434). 

After planning the usability test, the test is then conducted. When the test is 

conducted, the primary participants mentioned above should know what their 

individual roles are (Holmes, 2002:435). All equipment and materials should 

be in place and in good working condition (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:436; 

Holmes, 2002:436). After the test, the users should be asked for feedback, 

either through asking them for their opinions about the site, or by issuing a 

questionnaire (Holmes, 2002:438). 
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The results of the usability test have to be analyzed and interpreted. Thereafter 

the necessary changes are identified and then implemented. The new design is 

then tested again (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:439; Holmes, 2002:438-439). 

The main deliverable is a usable web site that fulfills user requirements. 

There are a number of books in the literature that provide descriptions of the 

usability testing procedures and methods. Nielsen's book on Designing Web 

Usability (2000a), along with his web site known as Useit.com: Usable 

Information Technology (http://www.useit.com) provide numerous usability 

guidelines. More information on the actual methodology of a usability test is 

given by Hom on his web site known as The usability methods toolbox, (1998). 

The results of the usability testing of nine well-known web sites are given in the 

book by Spool and others (1999) titled Web site usability: a designer's guide. 

Instone's web site, the Usable web is also another useful web usability resource 

(2006). Usability testing materials are available off the United States 

Department of Health and Human Services - Usability.gov ([2007a]) web site, 

and Gaffney's Information and Design (ID) (2001) web site. Web sites by 

DialogDesign (2005) and by the Society for Technical Communication Usability 

Special Interest Group (STCSIG) ([2007]) provide samples of their own 

usability test reports. 
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2.10 Conclusion 

This chapter explored the literature on information architecture. Information 

architecture was defined and its origins were discussed. The recommended 

ways in which to develop an information architecture for a web site were 

suggested. The role of an information architect was highlighted. The chapter 

also discussed the main deliverables of the information architecture process. In 

this chapter it has been shown that there are numerous ways in which to design 

the information architecture organization, navigation, labeling, and searching. 

The usability of the web site was shown to be an important aspect of the web 

site that has to be built into the site throughout the entire design process. This 

chapter provided the procedures to measure web site usability since usability is 

necessary for the development of good information architecture. The 

subsequent chapter, Chapter Three describes the multi-approach evaluation 

that was completed in order to evaluate the University of Cape Town Library 

web site. 



CHAPTER THREE 

3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

As was noted in Chapter One under section 1.2 the main aims of the dissertation 

were to evaluate the organization, labeling, navigation, searching and usability 

of the University of Cape Town's (UCT's) Library web site. A number of 

methods were undertaken in order to fulfill the desired aims which will be 

discussed below. Firstly, a formal usability test with five participants was used 

to evaluate the overall information architecture of the web site. Secondly, a 

heuristic evaluation was undertaken by an expert to evaluate the content, 

information architecture, and navigation design. Thirdly a closed card sort 

technique was used to evaluate the terminology used on the web site. A site map 

of the library web site was designed as a visual navigational aid for the web site. 

A requirements document was drawn up to ensure a consistent web site 

structure and web site content. Chapter Four details a comparative analysis of 

previous versions of the UCT Library web site. This multi-approach evaluation 

was employed to accomplish the aims of the dissertation and to provide a rich 

picture of the architecture of the library web site. 

3.2 Usability test 

In order to evaluate the usability of the library web site, a formal usability test 

was conducted with five users. It has been shown that using such a small 

number of users is adequate, as most usability problems can be observed 

through testing the first five users and after that very little new may be learnt 

(Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:140; Krug, 2000:146; Nielsen, 2000b). These 

results are normally observed with homogenous users (Nielsen, 2000b). Self 
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(2007) agreed that usability testing " ... can show you where there are questions, 

problems with the terminology" with regard to the web site, and that the 

periodic testing of 4 to 5 users is sufficient. The participants were randomly 

selected and they consisted of two postgraduate students and three 

undergraduate students. The participants were informed that they would 

remain completely anonymous in all reporting of the results and hence their 

identities would remain confidential. 

3.2.1 Test participants profiles 

Participant Type Department Level of site use in 

# past month 

1 Postgraduate Sociology Once or twice a week 

Honours 

2 Undergraduate Science On a daily basis 

First Year 

3 Undergraduate Humanities Hardly 

Third Year 

4 Postgraduate Mechanical Three times in the past 

Masters Engineering month and only when 

needs a book(s) 

5 Undergraduate Molecular and Does not use 

Fourth Year Cell Biology 

Table 3.1: Test participants profiles 

3.2.2 Method 

The usability test consisted of ten task questions, which the participants were 

asked to perform using the library web site. An examination of the literature 

based on the number of tasks/ questions posed in a usability study, has shown 

that a usability test usually consists of between 10 and 15 tasks/questions, and 

these questions should be able to be completed within an hour of testing 

(Battleson, Booth & Weintrop, 2001:191; Tolliver and others, 2005; U.Va., 



2003b; VandeCreek, 2005). The tasks/questions in a typical test should model 

the desired activities for which a user should use the library web site (Tolliver 

and others, 2005). Appendix B contains the usability test task questions along 

with each participant's task form (detailed participant test results). 

The tasks/ questions were based and adapted from usability studies carried out 

at the following libraries: 

■ The University at Buffalo Libraries (Battleson, Booth & Weintrop, 2001). 

■ The University of the Pacific Library (UOP) (Krueger, Ray & Knight, 

2004). 

■ The University of Washington Libraries (UW) (UW, 2004). 

■ The University of Virginia Library (U.Va., 2003a). 

3.2.3 Format 

In order to ensure consistency, every participant was given the same 

instructions before the test was conducted. The instructions were according to 

the testing script (Appendix C). The testing script was adapted from Gaffney's 

Information & Design (ID) web site (2001). The script provided details such as 

the reasons for conducting the usability test, the duration of the test, the testing 

procedure and expectations from the participant. The script emphasized the 

most important fact that the web site was being tested and not the participants' 

abilities. The script aimed to make the participants feel as comfortable as 

possible throughout the entire testing process. 

On completing the usability test, each participant was then asked to complete a 

post-test questionnaire that would express their opinions of the library web site 

and the usability test as a whole (Appendix D). The questionnaire was used to 

rate the participants satisfaction with the web site. The questionnaire was 

designed using a Likert scale from 1 to 7. In which 1 was regarded as 

unsatisfactory, 2 as very poor, 3 as poor, 4 as adequate, 5 as good, 6 as very 
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good, and 7 as excellent. The questionnaire consisted of 16 questions. The 

questionnaire was adapted from Holmes (2002:445) and Spool and others 

(1999:151). 

3.2.4 Data collection 

The usability test was scheduled for approximately one hour. The tests were 

conducted in a room that was used as a usability lab located in the library's 

Knowledge Commons facility. As participants were given the tasks one-by-one, 

notes were taken down to make a record of their responses and the steps they 

took on trying to solve the tasks. General additional comments that they made 

were also recorded. 

The participants were asked to use the "think-aloud" protocol that involves 

them having to say out loud what they were thinking when performing the 

tasks. This protocol would give answers that would explain the participants 

thought processes and reasons for making the decisions that they made to 

complete the tasks. Participants comments help the observer make better 

deductions about what the participants were thinking and hence the observer 

would make fewer "false conclusions" (Raphael & Brower, 2001). 

All tasks were timed. A task was noted as successful if the participant found the 

correct answer within a five-minute time frame. A task was noted as 

unsuccessful if either: a) Time ran out; b) The participant gave an incorrect 

answer; or c) The participant could not find the answer and abandoned the 

task. 
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3.2.5 Equipment used 

The specifications of the computer used for participants #1 to #3 were as 

follows: 

Microsoft Windows XP Professional version 2002 Service Pack 2, Intel ® 

Pentium ® 4 CPU 3.00 GHz, 2.99 GHz, 0.99 GB of RAM. With the Internet 

Local Area connection at 100.0 Mbps. 

The specifications of the computer used for participants #4 and #5 were as 

follows: 

Microsoft Windows XP Professional Version 2002 Service Pack 2, Intel® Core 

™ 2 CPU 4300 @ 1.80 GHz, 1.80 GHz, 0.99 GB of RAM. With the Internet 

Local Area connection at 100.0 Mbps. 

The reason for the difference in the specifications was mainly because two 

different rooms had been booked for the tests on different days, and the 

aforementioned computers were available on those days. Since the Local Area 

connection and the RAM (Random Access Memory) were the same throughout 

the entire testing period, the web site could be accessed at the same speed and 

so the results obtained from all of the tests were not affected by these 

differences. 

The functions of the Scribe, Facilitator, and Observer were combined into one 

single role. The usability test not only determines the usability of the web site, 

but also demonstrates how easy it is to navigate the site and to perform 

searches on using the site. It also determines whether the terminology /labeling 

systems used on the site are what the users expect. 
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3.3 Heuristic evaluation 

A further method was undertaken to evaluate the structure of the site. A 

heuristic evaluation can be used to give insight into the desired design of the 

structure and content of a web site (Toub, 2000). A heuristic evaluation/expert 

review /usability inspection was done which required an expert to tick a 

checklist (Appendix E). Checklists provide a set of usability guidelines that 

ensure consistent application of usability principles throughout a web site 

(Hom, 1998). 

The expert in this instance was Evan Robinson, who runs his own web design 

company known as EJR Webdesign and Hosting and recently completed a 

Masters degree with the University of Cape Town in Biotechnology. He was the 

recipient of an award titled "Best Junior Web Designer" eight years ago. Holmes 

(2002:530-534) was the source for the checklist. The checklist consisted of 

content, information architecture, and navigation design checks. The evaluation 

was conducted by the expert in one of the labs in the Microbiology department 

(MCB) at the University of Cape Town. Chapter Five gives a summary of the 

results of the evaluation. 

3.4 Card sorting 

Card sorting is a technique that involves users having to sort cards into 

categories (Hom, 1998). It is a technique used by information professionals to 

determine the site structure (Maurer & Warfel, 2004). "Card sorting generates 

an overall structure for your information, as well as suggestions for navigations, 

menus, and possible taxonomies" (Maurer & Warfel, 2004). There are two types 

of card sorting techniques, namely, open and closed card sorting. With an open 

card sort, users have to place cards into categories that they are required to 

define and name (Maurer & Warfel, 2004). A closed card sort involves users 

having to place cards into categories that were predetermined by the testers 

(Maurer & Warfel, 2004). 
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Card sorting has a number of advantages. Card sorting: 

■ Is easy and cheap to conduct 

■ Enables you to understand how 'real people' are likely to group items 

■ Identifies items that are likely to be difficult to categorize and find 

■ Identifies terminology that is likely to be misunderstood. (Gaffney, 2006) 

Labeling on the web site is sometimes referred to as the terminology used on 

the site. These terms used to locate information on the web site should be terms 

that the intended users expect and with which they are familiar. 

3.4.1 Card sort participants profiles 

Participant # Type Program of Study 

1 Undergraduate Bachelor of Commerce (BCom Accounting) 

2 Undergraduate Bachelor of Commerce (BCom Accounting) 

3 Undergraduate Bachelor of Social Science (BSoc Sci) 

4 Undergraduate Bachelor of Science (Medicine) 

5 Honours Social Political Management 

6 Masters Engineering Management 

7 Honours Development Studies 

8 Honours Library and Information Science 

9 Undergraduate Bachelor of Commerce (BCom Accounting) 

10 Honours Library and Information Science 

Table 3.2: Card sort participants profiles 
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3.4.2 Method 

A closed card sort category analysis was done on the UCT Library web site 

because an open sort card sort is normally done to establish categories when 

creating a new web site, whereas a closed sort card sort is done to establish 

categories during the redesign of an already existing web site (OptimalSort, 

2007). In this case virtual web-based cards were used instead of physical cards. 

The anonymous participants had to place cards in the UCT Categories in the 

way that makes the most sense to them. 

The Categories currently on the UCT Library web site are as follows: 

UCT Categories: 

1. Home 

2. Library Hours 

3. Catalogue (ALEPH) 

4. Electronic Resources 

5. Journals 

6. New Acquisitions 

7. About Us 

8. Help 

See Appendix F for OptimalSort cards and Categories 

The participants had to sort 24 virtual web-based cards that were located on the 

left hand side margin into fixed categories on the right hand side as illustrated 

in Appendix F under "OptimalSort program instructions". A web-based card 

sorting tool known as OptimalSort designed by Optimal Usability was used to 

design the closed sort and to distribute the card sort to ten selected participants 

via electronic mail. The link for the survey was available at 

http://susanmvungi.optimalsort.com/uct-project/ until the 31st of December 

2007. Ten participants were chosen because Gaffney (2006) suggests that the 
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number of participants for a card sort should not be less than six, and Nielsen 

(2004) suggests that no more than fifteen participants should be tested. The 

University of Virginia (U.Va., 2003b) recommends six to eight participants. 

See Appendix F for OptimalSort UCT Project settings: welcome message, 

program instructions, and thank you message. 

See Appendix F for the results of the card sort using OptimalSort. 

Chapter Five provides an analysis and discussion of the results of the card sort. 

3.5 Conclusion 

This chapter outlines the techniques that were implemented to evaluate the 

information architecture of the library web site. Chapter Four on the University 

of Cape Town Library web site provides a comparative analysis of the previous 

versions of the university web site in order to highlight the main differences and 

improvements in an attempt to understand user expectations from the site and 

to also show what changes need to be made during the redesign process. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4 UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN LIBRARY WEB SITE 

4.1 Comparative analysis of previous versions 

4.1.1 Introduction 

Designing and redesigning web sites requires a good sense of user needs and 

requirements. One of the ways suggested by Brinck, Gergle and Wood 

(2002:64) to design a web site according to this principle is through a user 

needs analysis. This analysis can be used in conjunction with a competitive 

analysis that would determine user needs and preferences through the web 

designer having to compare the present web site design to other similar sites 

and to also compare the site with older versions of the site (Brinck, Gergle & 

Wood, 2002:83). However, comparing sites with each other should not be 

relied on completely, for one may not know for certain which site(s) have 

undergone usability tests, and one has to make sure that the target audiences of 

the other site(s) matches that of the site under review (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 

2002:84). They go on further to say that the process of reviewing "prior art" is 

the first step to develop a sound information architecture. "Prior art" refers to 

the reviewing of: " ... results of your requirements and task analyses" and 

" ... earlier versions of the site you're developing and competitor sites". 

There are no records kept by the University of Cape Town (UCT) of any of its 

previous web site versions. User expectations of a web site become more 

transparent by comparing previous web site versions with each other. This 

comparison aids web site redesign. The wayback machine (2007) was used to 

view previous versions of the library web site. This was possible because the 

wayback machine is a partial Internet archive of old versions of web sites. By 
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entering the Uniform Resource Locator (URL)• of the web site in the search box 

of the wayback machine, all old versions of any web site may be viewed. 

4. 1.2 Com1>aris ou of UCT Lihrary web s ite ve rsions 

The follm,ing results were received for the library's weh site: 

5UfthE,:: for ~.,l'. t'Yt'ti lfl• Ui1 iS' til 

fllo(( s1:.-,, d1.sl,~u •·• ""l 1►.,:w,; ~ 
'"d•l!Olh ...-i.i1 t tt •n 11i:c~•d 

Search Resulls lqr Jan 01, 1996 • May 21, 2007 
1300 2(,-0G ,001 1002 ~ 2QJ4 

Source: Wayback machine (2007). 

Figure 4.1: 11u~ wayhack machine Internet a1·chive results 

Note the asterisk next to the dates in the diagram above that show when the site 

was updated. A new web librarian was employed in the year 2004 from which 

point the web site was updated more regularly. There have also been a number 

'URL: Uniform Resource l.(>cat(>r: • A URI. is the location, tlr address, of a site on the intemet." 

(Behrens, 2000:51). 
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of improvements that have been made to the site since then. All the previous 

library web site snapshots included in this dissertation only show the sites 

appearance above "the fold". The phrase "the fold" is used to refer to the plac:e 

on a web site \vhere a user has to begin scrolling dm,11 to view any additional 

data, be it because of their screen resolution or their settings on their browser 

"indow size (Spool and others, 1999:77). It is important that all information 

that appears above "tl1e fold" is relevant and informative. All information that 

appears above "the fold" is used by users to judge the significance of the whole 

website. 

Below is a snapshot of the very first version of the t:CT l .ibrary web site as of 

the 1st of December 1998: 
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Figure 4.2: !JCT Lilll'ary site•" Dec 1998 
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This early version of the site shown in Figure 4.2, had a graphic picture that 

failed to load on the computer used to view the site. To make the user of the site 

know what would have been displayed, Alternative text (ALT text) that provides 

a textual description referring to what the graphic image is about could have 

been included. This also aids users with visual disabilities using screen/voice 

readers that read the ALT text out loud (Holmes, 2002:273; Nielsen, 

2oooa:50,303). It is important to always keep users informed about what a 

graphic picture is, in case it does not load on their computer. This way the users 

do not feel as if they have missed out on anything important on the site. The site 

provided scope notes for every major hyperlink on the site indicating where the 

hyperlink may lead the user, which is very helpful for navigation (Nielsen, 

2oooa:55; Rosenfeld & Marville, 1998:77). As shown in Figure 4.2, there was 

also a left-hand side navigation bar that provided redundant links to the 

hypertext links already mentioned in the contents area of the site. The site also 

provided help features, termed "virtual guide", although studies have shown 

that the most preferred term to use for navigational help is "site map" (Russell, 

2002). The web site follows the web convention of putting the logo in the left

hand corner of the page (Nielsen, 2oooa:166,189; Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 

2002:164). The link colours did not follow the web convention of blue links to 

show links that have not been traversed but instead used green links (Nielsen, 

2oooa:62). 
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Below 1s a snapshot of the UCT Library weh si te as of the 31st of December 
2003: 
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l'igurc 4.3: UCJ' Library site 31'" Ucc 200 3 
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The snapshot for this year shows the last changes made to the site before the 

new web co-ordinator/librarian was employed. There had been a drastic 

improvement in the overall site structure from the previous 1998 version which 

is evident in Figure 4,3. The site contained more information and better 

navigational i1ids, such as a clear navigational bar at the top of the page showing 

all the important links, that sought to minimize the use of screen space by using 

a drop-down (pull-do\\11) menu bar to display other navigational links (Krug, 

2000:i15). The library logo was displayed in the left-hand corner with a big 

bold heading that let users know what page they were vie\ving and what they 

may find there. Another important link that was not there in the previous 

version, was a link to the university's main page, which was provided in the 
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right-hand corner of this site version. In addition to just providing the link, the 

name of the university was placed prominently beside the logo, further letting 

the user know where the link may lead. The site made use of icons as a 

metaphor and hyperlinks to guide the user to important information. It has 

however been shown that icons may cause confusion in users if they are not 

conventional icons (such as a shopping cart in commercial sites) and they slow 

down the downloading time of the page (Brinck, Gergle & Wood, 2002:315; 

Nielsen, 2oooa:180,188). The use of the conventional blue links for hyperlinks 

was followed in this site version. The site also follows the "seven, plus or minus 

two guideline" in the navigation bar, that states that the range of content groups 

should be between five and nine, because if there are less than five groups, then 

the site contains the bulk of its information at lower levels within the site, and if 

there are more than nine groups, the user may get confused by the huge 

number of choices (Holmes, 2002:258). A prominent "search this site" button 

was provided in the navigation bar which is always a good feature to have 

within a site (Nielsen, 2oooa:168; Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998:101). 
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Below is a snapshot of the UCT Library web site as of the 15th of December 

2004: 
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The above snapshot dale was chosen as this was the last update made lo the sile 

in the year lhnl the new web co-coordinator/librarian was employed. There is 

howe,·er not much difference in overall structure between this site version and 

the 2003 version. The mosl noticeable difference is that the number of buttons 

available in the main na,igation har at the lop of the page has increased from 

six bullons to seven buttons which is still \\'!thin the specified, '\,even, plus or 

minus two guideline" (Holme.~, 2002:2!)8). Some of the icons in the centre of 

the page had been changed along \\'ilh lhe hyperlink titles. One of the most 

noticeable hyperlink changes is the "Looking for a book or a journal .. hyperlink, 

the link in the previous version looked more like two different links \\'ilh lwo 
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different destinations, which is the problem encountered with links that extend 

to more than one line kno\,1\ as "wrapped links" (Spool and others, 1999:44). 

llclow is a snapshot of the UCT Library web site as of the 25th of April 2006: 
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This ,·ersion increased the number of butlons on the navigation bar to eight, 

which is also still ,,~thin the guideline range (Holmes, 2002:2:')8). The centre of 

the page was used to show the main notices and an important introduction to 

the purpose of the site, which is one of the recommendations for home pages, 

according to Nielsen (2oooa:168). The search feature was moved to the menu 

bar on the ri~1t-hand side, which may have pro\·ed a little harder for users to 

lotate. Details such as contact details, which browser is best tised to view the 

site, the date last updated and who is responsible for updating the site were 

included, and so was a link for users to follow if they wanted to raise a 



complaint or make a suggestion. Most of the icons that were in the centre of the 

page in the previous version have been moved to the top navigation bar, letting 

the page download faster. The background colour was changed from cream to 

white, showing a better contrast. It is not that clear which links are clickable 

unless one rolls their mouse over them, since both blue- and red-coloured links 

are used interchangeably to show links that have not been traversed yet. One 

can tell at a glance what the purpose of the site was, and it had a better 

structure of information than all the previous versions. 

The current version of the library site information architecture is under analysis 

in this dissertation. One may pick on the mistakes made in previous versions 

and learn how to improve future site versions. 

4.2 Web site map 

As part of this dissertation, a site map for the UCT Library web site was 

developed. Section 2.6.2 in Chapter Two provides an introduction to site maps, 

a description of the different types of site maps, an explanation of the 

advantages and disadvantages of site maps, along with guidelines for the 

development of site maps. 

4.2.1 UCT Library web site map 

A site map for the library web site was developed. The site mapping software 

tool known as Microsoft Office Visio version 2003 was used as the site mapping 

tool. Although there are many site mapping tools available on the web such as 

Site manager by Silicon Graphic, UMAP Web by Trivium, MAPA by Dynamic 

Diagrams, among many others. Visio was chosen for its simplicity and ease of 

use; because the diagrams generated could be saved as web pages and included 

on a web site; the software was readily available for use; and above all it was 

developed by a well-known and trustworthy company. This mapping software 

was given a rating of four out of five (Freed, 2001). 



Microsoft Office Visio was used to obtain a graphical representation of all the 

web pages, page links, and other information such as graphic (bitmaps) links of 

the library web site. Visio acts as a web site crawler software that searches 

through the web site and indexes web pages (Knottingham, 2000 ). The 

procedure undertaken to generate the graphical representation in Visio is 

explained in Appendix A. The steps taken to produce a site map were based on 

the work done by Angeles (2002) and which were further improved on by 

Turbek (2006). 

Since the UCT Library web site does not have a formal content inventory 

document, the nodes3 that were identified were taken from the current working 

version of the UCT Library web site. 

3 The term nodes is used to represent content bearing links, that show a hierarchy of 

" ... categories and subcategories, branches and leaves" that better depict web site structure 

(Angeles, 2002). 



Visio generated the following site map: 
r,=========;i 

About Us 

Where to find us 

Access & 
Membership 

Library Facilities 

Library Rules 

About UCT 
Libraries 

Subject Librarians 

LibQUAL + at UCT 

Library Contacts 

History of UCT 
Libraries 

New Acquisitions 

Oppenheimer 
Library: New 

Home 

Library Hours Help 

vacation Opening EZProxy 
Hours Information 

Term Opening 
Library Portal 

Hours 

Information Fluency 

SrteA-Z 

SFX at UCT 

Info Skills Corner 

Figure 4.6: Site map 

Journals 

Lists 

Current Print 
Journals 

ampus cces 
to e-Joumals 

EZPro 

Electronic 
Resources 

Databases by 
Platform 

Databases 

Online Newspapers 
& News Sites 

Web Search 
Engines 

Catalogue (Aleph) 

The above web site map and the reports generated by Visio may then be used 

for maintenance purposes; to see where there are redundant and broken links; 

to ensure consistent update of the web site; and to ensure proper 

documentation for anyone who has the responsibility of maintaining the web 

site, especially if that someone did not have anything to do with the design of 

the site to begin with (Knottingham, 2000). 
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A summary of the types of icons on the web site page and its page links were 

generated in a Visio report, showing an inventory of the entire library web site 

shown below: 

Master Name Quantity 

Document Links 2 

Dynamic connector 571 

Generic Links 

Graphic (bitmap) Links 9 

HTML 490 

Mailto Links 7 

Plug-in Links 

Presentation Links 3 

Script (client-side) Links 7 

Script (server-side) 50 

Style sheet Links 2 

Source: Visio report 

Table 4.1: Inventory 

An inventory of a web site may be used to keep track of web site growth. It also 

ensures that working links are maintained. 

Once all the identified broken links and the various other problems identified 

are resolved, then a good, clean, consistent and working web site that can be 

easily updated will be established. My proposals for improvement would be to 

use software such as Microsoft's Internet Information Server (IIS) to 

automatically redirect the server from links that are no longer functional to 

those that are. Thus ensuring that the web pages and links are current and up

to-date. 



4.2.2 Site map conclusion 

Drawing up a web site map does not have to be a lengthy process. It may 

require a considerable amount of time to draw one up, but its benefits are 

numerous. These diagrams can be produced early on in the design process of a 

web site for use by web designers, and they are usually drawn up by the 

information architect who may also use the diagram within the actual web site 

pages and/or for updates made to the web site (Siegel, 1997:213). It has been 

shown that people with disabilities such as cognitive disabilities are able to 

better understand the information structure on a web site given a site map 

(Nielsen, 2oooa:310 ). The rise in the number of easily downloadable site 

mapping tools off the Internet these days, shows the increase in the recognition 

of the importance of a web site map. Using the site map generated, along with 

the reports, one can then go ahead and update the existing library site and may 

even include the following site map within the site itself to better orient users 

during navigation. The reports show a wealth of information that may be used 

to improve the site. Furthermore, the reports and the site map may be used as a 

blueprint to guide the web site development in the future for maintenance 

purposes. 

4.3 Requirements document 

Most web sites are structured according to a written statement known as a 

requirements document. Requirements documents for a web site function in 

much the same way as a mission statement does for an organization (V Ai, 

2002). It serves as a guide to good content and structure of a web site (United 

States Department of Health and Human Services, [2007b]). 
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Web site requirements are a documented resource describing the mam 

"features, functions, and content" of a web site (United States Department of 

Health and Human Services, [2007b]). A web site requirements document 

should provide answers to the following questions: 

■ Why are you building the Web site? 

■ How will you judge the success of the site? 

■ Who is the target audience? 

■ What are the limiting technical factors affecting your site? (Sklar, 2006:70) 

The University of Cape Town published its web site policy in 2003 and located 

it at the following link www.uct.ac.za/uct/policies/uct webpolicy2003.pdf, but 

this policy was however not available for a long period of time and there were 

no forwarding links provided to show where one may obtain access to the 

required information until recently. The university recently published their 

2007 web site policy available at the following link: 

http://www.uct.ac.za/ downloads/uct.ac.za/about/policies/webpolicy.pdf. 

The university has a unit known as the Online Communications Unit (OCU) 

that provides support and guidelines on web site development, available at the 

following addresswww.uct.ac.za/services/ communication/ ocu. 

The requirements document developed for the UCT Library web site was 

adapted from web guidelines of the University of Western Australia (UWA) 

(2006), Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Libraries (n.d), and 

Taxonomic Databases Working Group (TDWG) (2006). 

See Chapter Five for the requirements document of the library web site 

developed for this dissertation. 
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4.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter it has been shown that there has been an improvement in the 

quality of the library web site over the years. This was done by comparing the 

previous versions of the library web site using the wayback machine to obtain 

these versions. The chapter also shows the site map that was designed for the 

library web site. The site map may be incorporated into the actual web site in 

the future to help users understand the site structure. The chapter describes the 

reasons for developing a requirements document, and it also provides a 

description of the process taken to develop a requirements document for the 

UCT Library web site. Chapter Five: results and analysis, provides an analysis of 

the results/findings from the evaluation process. The evaluation process used in 

this dissertation was explained in Chapter Three. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5 RESULTSANDANALYSIS 

5.1 Usability test results 

Conducting a formal usability test with five participants was completed in order 

to evaluate the usability of the university library web site as was discussed in 

Chapter Three under section 3.2. These participants were representative of the 

targeted student population intended to use the library web site. The 

participants were given tasks to answer that modelled the normal activities that 

one would interact with the site to accomplish. There are numerous functions of 

a usability test. In addition to determining the usability of a site, the test may 

also be used to suggest a new site structure; better terminology; and new ways 

of improving the site. See Appendix B for the results per participant for the 

formal usability test. 

5.1.1 All findings 

All findings from the test have been labeled using the following codes in the 

discussion that follows: 

DO NOT CHANGE (Solved task): Participants could complete the task easily 

and therefore there is no need to make any alterations. 

LOW (Solved task with mmor obstacles): Participants experienced mmor 

problems when trying to solve the task. 
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MEDIUM (Solved task with major obstacles): Participants experienced major 

problems when trying to solve the task. 

HIGH (Abandoned task, Incorrect answer): Participants were frustrated and 

confused when trying to solve the task resulting in them either abandoning the 

task or unable to give the desired response/results. 

IMP (Improvements): Participants and/or the test observer identified a 

possible improvement for the web site. 

The table below shows a summary of the usability test tasks with participants: 

Task Participant Participant Participant Participant Participant 

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 

1 Solved task Solved task Solved task Solved task Solved task 

2 Solved task Incorrect Solved task Solved task Incorrect 

with minor answer answer 

obstacles 

3 Solved task Solved task Solved task Solved task Solved task 

with minor 

obstacles 

4 Solved task Solved task Solved task Solved task Solved task 

5 Solved task Abandoned Solved task Abandoned Solved task 

task task 

6 Solved task Abandoned Abandoned Solved task Solved task 

with major task task with minor 

obstacles obstacles 

7 Solved task Abandoned Solved task Solved task Abandoned 

task task 

8 Solved task Abandoned Solved task Solved task Solved task 

task with minor 
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obstacles 

9 Solved task Solved task Solved task Solved task Solved task 

10 Abandoned Abandoned Incorrect Solved task Solved task 

task task answer 

Table 5.1: Summary of task results 

Key: 

Task 1: Does any one of the university libraries own the book The cold war? 

Task 2: Does the UCT Library subscribe to the Journal International Journal of Information 

Management? 

Task 3: Where would you find the Rapport online newspaper via the library web site? 

Task 4: How would you access the online database Swets Wise? 

Task 5: How would you search the library online databases if you are accessing the web site out 

of the university campus? 

Task 6: You need to find the book The Elements of user experience: user-centered Design for 

the Web by Jesse James Garrett, but UCT Libraries does not own a copy. Does the University of 

Stellenbosch own a copy? 

Task 7: What are the fines per day for late return for all books? 

Task 8: Where in the library are printing and scanning facilities located? 

Task 9: How would you find the description of the physical location of each one of the UCT 

Libraries? 

Task 10: Does the libraries' web site provide help on using its online catalogue (ALEPH)? 

Searching 

Catalogue searching (Task one) 

All participants were able to perform a catalogue search using ALEPH the 

library web site online catalogue. Three out of five of the test participants did 

not go directly to the main navigation bar to select the menu titled "ALEPH" 

which would have been the most direct way to access the catalogue. Instead 

they went straight to the links located on the right hand side of the main page 

titled "SEARCH for BOOKS or JOURNALS" perhaps because this link used 

terms that were familiar to the user and they let the user know what could be 
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performed when accessmg that page. The term "catalogue" 1s not easily 

understood by all. 

Users did not also realize that their search results could be limited by setting 

the "Field to search" field in the basic search in the online catalogue. Four out of 

five participants left the "Field to search" field as the default "All fields" instead 

of limiting it to "Title" when performing a title search for a book. 

DO NOT CHANGE: All participants could perform a title search for a book. 

IMP: Provide roll-over text that explains what Catalogue (ALEPH) means when 

the mouse cursor is placed over the menu on the main navigation bar. 

Journal searching (Task two) 

Participants were confused over the difference between electronic journals and 

print journals. Participants expected to see a field titled "Journals" under the 

"Fields to search" options in the ALEPH basic search. 

LOW: Participants had difficulties finding journal titles. 

IMP: Provide a field titled "Journals" as one of the options under the "Field to 

search" for journal searches in ALEPH. 

Recommendation: Make it clear in the ALEPH basic search that the "Field to 

search" field named "Title" refers to both book and journal title searches. 

Online newspaper searching (Task three) 

None of the participants had used the web site to perform an online newspaper 

search, but they were able to complete the task easily, with only one user 

experiencing minor setbacks. On accessing the online newspapers page, 

participants were frustrated when there was no search feature, such as an 
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alphabetical list of the newspapers or a search box at the top of the page. 

Participants then had to scan the entire page looking for the named newspaper. 

DO NOT CHANGE: All participants could perform an online newspaper search. 

IMP: Provide an easier way to find available online newspapers, instead of 

having users scan the entire page for what they want. 

Recommendation: Provide a search box at the top of the page for online 

newspaper and news sites searches. 

Online database searching (Task four) 

Participants were not familiar with the term "Databases by platform" and none 

of them used the link. But they settled with the link titled "Databases" to 

perform an online database search. Both links were available on the same drop 

down menu labelled "Electronic Resources". 

DO NOT CHANGE: All participants could perform an online database search. 

Recommendation: Possible change of the phrase "Databases by platform" then 

do further usability testing to see if it improves the site or not. 

Off-campus access to resources (Task five) 

One participant did not understand the meaning of "off-campus access". This 

participant thought that the web site only provided these links when one 

accesses the web site off-campus. Two out of five participants abandoned the 

task. 

LOW: One participant had difficulties understanding the meanmg of off

campus access. 

LOW: Some participants could not locate the EZProxy off-campus links. 
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Recommendation: Consider changing the link to something meaningful to users 

and that also explains what the link is for, then do further usability testing to 

see if it helps to improve the web site. Consider "Access from home" as a 

possible link title instead. 

Location of SFX links to CALICO institutions (Task six) 

Most participants had trouble finding these links. Only one participant 

managed to use the links successfully without any problems. The SFX links 

provide access to other university library resources by allowing users to perform 

searches on their catalogue. 

HIGH: Participants could not locate SFX links to CALICO institutions. 

IMP: One participant suggested that the main library page should have a readily 

available list of the other CALICO institutions links that provide access to the 

various institutional catalogues. 

Recommendation: Provide instructional help on how to search other 

institutional resources, and possible renaming of SFX links. Also include a 

visible list of links to the CALICO institutions catalogues on the main library 

page. 

Location of library fines (Task seven) 

Two out of five participants abandoned the task even though they knew the 

answer. The site does not explicitly state the amount that the students will be 

fined, but the task was labeled as successful if the participants managed to 

reach the library "Penalties" area. 

HIGH: Users were looking for the exact amount that the library charges per day 

for overdue books but they were unable to find it. 



Recommendation: State the exact amount charged for overdue books. 

Location of library equipment (Task eight) 

Most participants (4/5) could locate the library equipment locations. 

DO NOT CHANGE: Participants could easily locate the library equipment 

location through the links on the main navigation bar. 

Location of branch libraries (Task nine) 

All participants could easily locate the branch libraries and obtain information 

regarding their physical address location and other contact details. 

DO NOT CHANGE: The links available on the main page to the other branch 

libraries is sufficient. 

DO NOT CHANGE: The contact details and building location information of the 

branch libraries is adequate. 

Location of the online catalogue (ALEPH) tutorial (Task ten) 

Most participants could not locate the tutorial. 

IMP: A participant clicked on the Help link on the ALEPH search page and 

suggested that this should provide all the help on using ALEPH. But the 

participant did not know that there was a tutorial that had more information 

regarding using ALEPH. 

Recommendation: Provide access to the ALEPH tutorial in the Help link on the 

ALEPH main search page and not just on the main library home page. And 

make the link more prominent. 
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The table below provides a summary of successful versus unsuccessful test 

tasks: 

Task Successful tasks Unsuccessful tasks 

1 (5/5) 100% (0/5) 0% 

2 (3/5) 60% (2/5) 40% 

3 (5/5) 100% (0/5) 0% 

4 (5/5) 100% (0/5) 0% 

5 (3/5) 60% (2/5) 40% 

6 (3/5) 60% (2/5) 40% 

7 (3/5) 60% (2/5) 40% 

8 (4/5) 80% (1/5) 20% 

9 (5/5) 100% (0/5) 0% 

10 (2/5) 40% (3/5) 60% 

Table 5.2: Successful Vs Unsuccessful test tasks 

5.1.2 Summary 

The usability testing revealed that participants could easily solve tasks using the 

library web site. Tasks were completed quickly by participants. 

Positive Findings: 

■ Participants could easily find specific information. 

■ Participants could easily execute frequently performed tasks such as 

searching for a book, an online database, and contact information. 

■ Participants were able to easily navigate the site, and information 

content was not too dense for it was available within a few clicks from 

the home page. 

■ Participants were pleased with the aesthetics of the library web site. 



Negative Findings and Improvement Areas: 

■ Participants could not readily identify the ALEPH tutorial as a basic 

guide to getting started for novice users. 

Recommendation: Make the ALEPH tutorial more readily available from 

the home page and also make it available within the ALEPH main search 

page. 

■ Participants have trouble looking for subscribed Journals. 

■ Participants were not aware of the ways in which to connect to the web 

site from off-campus. 

5.1.3 Post-test questionnaire results 

The post-test questionnaire asked participants to rate their satisfaction with the 

university library web site according to a seven-point satisfaction scale. The 

questions dealt with the rating of the following issues, whether or not: 

■ participants found it easy to find information on the site. 

■ it was easy to read site content. 

■ the site content was concise and had no unnecessary distractions. 

■ participants could easily navigate the site. 

■ site searches could be easily performed. 

■ the appearance of the site was appealing. 

■ the site graphics were of a high quality. 

■ the site graphics were relevant to the site subject. 

■ the site downloaded quickly. 

■ site content was kept current. 

■ the language used on the site was of a high quality. 

■ the site was fun to use. 

■ the site provided useful help. 
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■ the site was generally easy to use. 

■ the site subject was covered in-depth. 

• participants felt that their overall interaction with the site was 

productive. 

The post-test questionnaire results showed that the UCT Library web site 

received an overall mean satisfaction rating of 5-45 (Between good and very 

good), on a Likert scale of 1 to 7, with 1 regarded as unsatisfactory and 7 

regarded as excellent. See Appendix D for the post-test questionnaire. 

The chart below depicts the mean questionnaire rating per question: 
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Chart 5.1: Post-test questionnaire results 
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As shown in the chart above, half the questionnaires questions 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 12, 

13 and 16 received a satisfaction rating less than the overall mean satisfaction 

rating of 5-45. These questions dealt with the participants satisfaction with the 

most important aspects of the web site: finding specific information, the ease of 

concentrating on the data search, the logic of navigation, the appearance of the 

site, the quality of graphics, whether the site was fun to use, explanations of 

how to use the site and the participants overall productivity with the site. 
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Recommendation: In order to improve participant satisfaction with the web 

site the above mentioned issues with navigation and viewing of content must be 

improved. This may be done by providing more visible help features on the site 

and at the same time making the user aware of their current position within the 

web site using more navigation elements. 

Implementing ways in which to improve the aforementioned aspects of the web 

site is paramount. This may have a positive effect on user satisfaction with the 

UCT Library web site. 

5.2 Library web site requirements document 

Section 4.3 in Chapter Four describes how the requirements document for the 

library web site was developed. It has many uses as mentioned in section 4.3, 

with one of the most important being the fact that it can be used for web site 

maintenance and consistency. The requirements document below was 

developed as part of this dissertation. The requirements document is an 

adaptation from web guidelines of the University of Western Australia (UWA) 

(2006), Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Libraries (n.d), and 

Taxonomic Databases Working Group (TDWG) (2006). 

Requirements 

Requirement 1: LOGO 

1.1 The library web site should make available a set of "logo guidelines" on the 

development and design of the organizations logo (UWA, 2006). 

1.2 The library home page should include the university logo that must be 

clickable allowing access to the university main page. 

1.3 The library logo as well as the university logo should be placed prominently 

on the web site. 
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1.4 The libra:ry and university logo should not appear more than once on any of 

the web pages. 

Requirement 2: AUTHORITY 

2.1 The personal details of the authority (person, group etc) responsible for 

maintaining and modifying the content of the web site should be clearly 

stated on each web page. 

Requirement 3: MODIFYING CONTENT 

3.1 The last date and time that the content on the web site was 

modified/updated should be stated preferably at the bottom of each web 

page. 

Requirement 4: MAINTENANCE OF CONTENT 

4.1 The libra:ry web site should have a "site management plan" (UWA, 2006). 

This plan includes a statement of the way that the web site will be managed 

in terms of content. 

4.1.1 The site management plan should contain: 

a) Standards for writing content on the web site. 

b) A guide to help novice users navigate through the site. 

c) Copyright rules (included in the fine print at the bottom of the page). 

4.2 The site management plan should be refined on a regular basis and the web 

site should be analyzed to see if it adheres to the plan. 

4.3 The authority responsible for the content of each web page has the 

additional responsibility to update the site management plan. Also ensuring 

that the web pages content stays accurate, reliable, and up-to-date/timely. 
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Requirement 5: DESIGN 

5.1 The library web site home page should be linked to the university home 

page and it should exhibit strong affiliations to the university as a whole. 

5.2 All of the library web pages should have a consistent design style. 

5.3 The library web pages should constitute proper navigation elements that 

are applied uniformly throughout the web site. 

5.4 The library web site structure should be designed according to user 

requirements (for major changes, small-scale usability tests should be 

conducted). 

5.5 The library web site should be easy to update. 

5.6 Content on the library web site should be protected against malicious users 

through proper security measures. 

5.7 The library web site should download quickly. 

5.8 The library web site should be able to be viewed across a number of 

different browser types. 

5.9 Link maintenance on the site is imperative to ensure that there are no 

broken links causing access failures. 

The above requirements document provides a starting point for the 

documentation of the library web site development. With continuous site 

requirement additions and improvements, this document will grow in size and 

content to include information that would guide future web librarians and those 

maintaining the site. 

5.3 Heuristic evaluation results 

A heuristic evaluation/expert review/usability inspection evaluates the 

structure of the site and provides useful propositions on how to improve the 

content of a web site. In this case an expert had to tick a checklist of usability 

guidelines concerning the web site content, information architecture, and 



navigation design. See Chapter Three under section 3.3 for the details of the 

expert that conducted the heuristic evaluation. See Appendix E for the full 

results of the Heuristic Evaluation. 

5.3.1 Content checks 

The evaluation on the library web site content resulted in a number of positive 

findings. The content on the web site was found to be concise and informative. 

The language used is easily understood by users. The content provides support 

of the overall goals of the web site. 

However, there were also a number of negative findings identified by the 

evaluation. The domain name (i.e www.lib.uct.ac.za) of the web site is not easy 

to memorize, pronounce and spell. This is probably because abbreviations and 

acronyms are used for the domain name. The page titles on the site do not help 

in identifying the contents of pages. Every web page on the site had a page title 

labeled "University of Cape Town Libraries" which does not describe the page 

content. Page titles are important, they help users bookmark pages and identify 

pages and this is hard to do if all of the pages are given the same title (See 

Chapter Two, section 2.6 for more on the importance of page titles). The meta 

tags on the site do not give an accurate summary of content to be used by search 

engmes. 

Recommendation: The page titles should be renamed to describe the pages 

content. The summary of content should be continuously reviewed and 

updated. 

5.3.2 Information architecture checks 

The evaluation revealed that the information architecture of the site was 

presented clearly. Furthermore, information is organized in an easy to 

understand structure on the web site. Information is available within three 

clicks from the main page. 



The web site does not however follow any classification system. The web site 

does not have a site map. 

Recommendation: Include a web site map as an additional navigational aid. 

5.3.3 Navigation design checks 

The evaluation revealed that the site navigation design supports the 

information architecture of the web site. Users can still use the site even if they 

do not have the necessary plug-ins. Plug-ins are software programs that are 

used to enhance the features, programs, or applications on a computer (Verio, 

2007). 

There were a few problems associated with the navigation design: it does not 

easily aid users in answering the three basic navigation questions. That is, 

"Where am I?", "Where have I been?", and "Where can I go?". The navigation 

design is not consistent within the site. 

Recommendation: The same recommendation mentioned under section 5.2.2 

to include a web site map as an additional navigational aid applies here as well. 

Use a requirements document to ensure consistent navigation design 

throughout the entire web site. 

In conclusion, the heuristic evaluation emphasized the need for an additional 

navigation aid. It confirmed that the web site had a visible and easy to 

understand information architecture and that content on the site was well 

written, relevant and covered the site subject adequately. 
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5.4 Card sorting results 

The card sort analysis complements a formal usability test. A closed card sort 

was used that required users to place cards into predetermined categories. A 

closed card sort is also used to determine the site structure and to also provide 

suggestions for the terminology used on navigation bars, main menus and on 

the site as a whole. A closed card sort is normally used on a web site that 

already has a definite structure and has to undergo a partial or full re-design. 

Chapter Three under section 3-4 describes the card sorting technique used in 

this dissertation in detail. See Appendix F for the cards and category settings for 

the closed card sort and the card sort results. 

Summary: 

Card Name Summary 

To access the mam 100% of the participants placed this card into the 

page of the UCT "Home" category. This indicates that all of the 

Library web site participants were in agreement that the category name 

matched the intended card function/name. There is no 

problem with the present terminology used on the web 

site. 

To find out library 100% of the participants placed this card into the 

open times "Library Hours" category. This indicates that all of the 

participants were in agreement that the category name 

matched the intended card function/name. This shows 

that there is no confusion with the terminology used on 

the library web site. 

To find out vacation 100% of the participants placed this card into the 

library open times "Library Hours" category. This indicates that all of the 

participants were in agreement that the category name 

matched the intended card function/name. This shows 
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To search 

journals 

that there is no confusion with the terminology used on 

the library web site. 

for 10% of the participants placed this card into the 

"Catalogue (ALEPH)" category and the remaining 90% 

placed this card into the "Journals" category. This 

shows that participants are not aware of the fact that 

the ALEPH catalogue also provides a means to search 

for both books and journals. Either that, or participants 

do not fully understand the term "Catalogue (ALEPH)". 

Recommendation: provide roll-over text for the 

"Catalogue (ALEPH)" category that provides an 

explanation of the functions that can be performed on 

accessing that web page. 

To search for books 90% of the participants placed this card into the desired 

"Catalogue (ALEPH)" category and the remaining 10% 

placed this card into the "Electronic Resources" 

category. This indicates that the majority of the 

participants are familiar with the terminology used on 

the web site to search for books. This does not signify a 

major problem with the site's terminology in this 

regard. 

To perform title 80% of the participants placed this card into the desired 

searches 

To find 

newspapers 

"Catalogue (ALEPH)" category and the remaining 20% 

placed this card into the "Electronic Resources" 

category. This indicates a little confusion over the 

phrase "title search" and it does not indicate a problem 

with the terminology used on the site. 

online 100% of the participants placed this card into the 

desired "Electronic Resources" category. This indicates 

that all of the participants were in agreement that the 

category name matched the intended card 



To search 

electronic journals 

function/name. This shows that there is no confusion 

with the terminology used on the library web site. 

for 70% of the participants placed this card into the 

"Electronic Resources" category and the remaining 30% 

placed this card into the "Journals" category. This also 

signifies a problem with participants in performing a 

journal search as was also revealed in the formal 

usability test. Participants are not aware of the fact that 

the "Journals" category also provides a way to search 

for electronic journals as well print journals. 

Recommendation: Possible change of the category 

"Journals" to "Electronic Journals and Print Journals". 

Or to include a link to electronic journals via the 

"Electronic Resources" category. 

To search online 10% of the participants placed this card into the 

databases "Home" category, another 10% of the participants 

placed this card into the "Catalogue (ALEPH)" category, 

and the remaining 80% placed this card into the desired 

"Electronic Resources" category. This reveals that the 

majority of the participants are familiar with the 

terminology used on the web site to search for online 

databases. This does not signify a major problem with 

the site's terminology in this regard, but it does however 

show that a few of the participants do not fully 

understand the term "Electronic Resources". 

Recommendation: Provide roll-over text over the 

"Electronic Resources" category that provides an 

explanation of the functions that can be performed on 

accessing that web page. 

To find list of 20% of the participants placed this card into the 

subscribed journals "Electronic Resources" category, and the remaining 
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80% placed this card into the desired "Journals" 

category. This shows that the minority of participants 

have a problem with the category name "Electronic 

Resources". 

Recommendation: Provide roll-over text over the 

"Electronic Resources" category that provides an 

explanation of the functions that can be performed on 

accessing that web page. 

To access electronic 10% of the participants placed this card into the 

journals from off- "Catalogue (ALEPH)" category, 50% placed it into the 

campus "Electronic Resources" category, 20% placed it into the 

"Journals" category, and the remaining 20% placed it 

into "Help". This shows that participants were the most 

unsure of where to place this card, indicating the least 

agreement by participants on where to place this card. 

Participants expect "Electronic Resources" to refer to 

electronic journals and not only online databases. 

Participants are not familiar with the off-campus links 

as was also revealed in the formal usability test. 

Recommendation: As mentioned before, provide 

roll-over text for explanation of "Electronic Resources". 

Provide a new category titled "Access from home". 

To know which books 90% of the participants placed this card under the 

have been added to desired "New Acquisitions" category and only 10% 

the UCT Library placed it under the "Help" category. This shows that 

collection recently there is no problem with the present terminology used 

on the web site. 

To find 

information 

regarding 

Libraries 

general 20% of the participants placed this card under the 

"Home" category, 10% placed it under the "Catalogue 

UCT (ALEPH)" category, and the remaining 70% placed it 

under the desired "About Us" category. The majority of 
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the participants placed the card correctly (that is, the 

participants matched the card to the same category 

currently present on the site). There is, however, a little 

confusion regarding the terminology used. 

Recommendation: since some participants expected 

to find some information regarding UCT Libraries on 

the home page, a prominent link to such sources should 

be prominently placed on the home page. Also consider 

renammg the "About Us" category to "Library 

Information" because participants do not know what to 

expect under this category (roll-over text may help to 

reduce confusion). 

To find information 40% of the participants placed this card under the 

regarding the "Home" category, 10% placed it under the "New 

LibQUAL+ survey Acquisitions" category, and the remaining 50% placed it 

undertaken at UCT under the "About Us" category. Participants probably 

did not understand the meaning of the phrase "the 

LibQUAL+ survey". The majority of the participants 

had placed the card in the same category as that on the 

web site. There is, however, a little confusion regarding 

the terminology used. 

Recommendation: further analysis should be done 

with participants that have been provided with an 

explanation of what the LibQUAL+ survey entails, to 

show whether or not the problem truly lies with the 

participants misunderstanding of the phrase "the 

LibQUAL+ survey". 

To know where to 10% of the participants placed this card under the 

locate library "Home" category, 40% placed it under the "About Us" 

equipment (e.g category, and the remaining 50% placed it under the 

Photocopiers, etc) "Help" category. The majority of participants placed the 
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To find 

details of 

librarians 

card in a different category to that of the web site. The 

desired category was the "About Us" category. 

Recommendation: make users more aware of where 

to locate library equipment by providing more visible 

links on the web site. This is the second instance 

identifying problems associated with the "About Us" 

category. Possible renaming of the category to "Library 

Information" could solve the problem. 

contact 90% of participants placed this card in the "About Us" 

subject category, and the remaining 10% placed it under the 

"Help" category. Since the majority of the participants 

placed the card in the desired category, there is no 

significant problem found with the terminology used. 

To find out the 20% of the participants placed this card under the 

Library's history "Home" category, and the remaining 80% placed it 

under the desired "About Us" category. Since the 

majority of the participants placed the card as desired, 

there 1s no significant problem found with the 

terminology used. This further confirms the confusion 

regarding the "About Us" category. 

To find student and 50% of the participants placed this card under the 

staff access and "Home" category, 30% placed it under the "About Us" 

membership 

rights 

library category, and the remaining 20% placed it under the 

"Help" category. The majority of the participants placed 

the card under "Home" instead of "About Us". 

Recommendation: provide these links on the home 

page as well. 

To access the UCT 70% of participants placed this card under the "Home" 

Libraries newsletter category, 20% placed it under the "About Us" category, 

and 10% placed it under the "Help" category. The 

majority of the participants placed the card under 
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"Home" instead of "About Us". 

Recommendation: participants expect the newsletter 

to be available from the home page, so provide visible 

links to the newsletter on that page. 

To access the sites 50% of the participants placed this card under the 

alphabetical index "Home" category, 10% placed it under "Catalogue 

(ALEPH)", 10% placed it under "Electronic Resources", 

10% placed it under "Journals", and 20% placed it 

under the desired "Help" category. This shows that 

participants were the most unsure of where to place this 

card, indicating the least agreement by participants on 

where to place this card. The majority of the 

participants expected it to be available off the home 

page. 

Recommendation: provide a direct link to the 

alphabetical index, labeled "Alphabetical index" 

available from the home page. 

To find information 20% of the participants placed this card under the 

intended for "Home" category, 20% placed it under "About Us", and 

novice/first time 60% placed it under "Help". The majority of the 

users of the library participants placed it under the desired category. 

web site 

To access 

Recommendation: novice users should be able to 

easily locate such information. Provide more help 

information on the home page. Also consider renaming 

the "About Us" category m order to reduce the 

confusion regarding what information 1s available 

under this category. 

the 10% of the participants placed this card under the 

"handbook on "Home" category, 30% placed it under "Catalogue 

citation and related (ALEPH)", 20% placed it under "Electronic Resources", 

matters" for citation and 40% placed it under "Help". Some participants may 
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rules not be familiar with the phrase "citation rules". There 

was a slight disagreement on where to place this card, 

signifying a slight problem with the terminology used. 

Recommendation: further testing with participants 

providing them with an explanation of the phrase 

"citation rules" for comparison. 

To find information 20% of the participants placed this card under the 

regarding plagiarism "Home" category, 10% placed it under "Catalogue 

and how to avoid it (ALEPH)", 10% placed it under "Electronic Resources", 

10% placed it under "Journals", and 50% placed it 

under "Help". This shows that participants were the 

most unsure of where to place this card, indicating the 

least agreement by participants on where to place this 

card. 

Recommendation: The majority of the participants 

had placed it under the desired category, but many of 

the participants had a problem placing this card. Links 

should be prominently placed to access this 

information. 

To find EZProxy 20% of the participants placed this card under the 

FAQ's (how EZProxy "Home" category, 10% placed it under "Catalogue 

works) (ALEPH)", 10% placed it under "Electronic Resources", 

10% placed it under "Journals", and 50% placed it 

under "Help". This shows that participants were the 

most unsure of where to place this card, indicating the 

least agreement by participants on where to place this 

card. 

Recommendation: even though the majority of the 

participants had placed the card as is on the web site, 

the results show that participants do not fully 

understand the term "EZProxy" and the "Access from 
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home" phrase should be used instead. This suggestion 

was also implied from the formal usability test. 

Table 5.3: Card sort summary 

The card sort re-emphasized what the formal usability test revealed. The closed 

card sort showed that participants were unsure of what the term "catalogue" 

meant and they did not know how to search for journals. Participants do not 

know that the "Journals" link on the web site provides a way to search for both 

print and electronic journals. Participants are not familiar with the off-campus 

links. They do not understand the meaning of the terms "EZProxy" and "Off

campus". 

New insights provided by the card sort included that participants expected the 

UCT Library newsletter to be available off the web site home page. Participants 

could not readily locate the alphabetical index. The index is supposed to help 

users navigate the site, but its use is limited by the fact that it is difficult to 

locate. 

5.5 Conclusion 

The formal usability test revealed that the university web site was on average a 

usable site that exhibited a few obstacles for users as highlighted in this 

Chapter. A number of recommendations were given offering suggestions on 

how to improve the usability of the site. 

The post-test questionnaire that was handed out as part of the usability test 

revealed that users were generally satisfied with the way the library web site 

was structured. The web site received an average satisfaction rating of 5-45, 

which is between good and very good. This should not however overshadow the 

fact that these same users rated a number of important aspects of the site below 

the mean average. These aspects included issues relating to finding specific 

information, the ease of concentrating on the data search, the logic of 

navigation, the appearance of the site, the quality of graphics, whether the site 
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was fun to use, explanations of how to use the site and the participants overall 

ability to use the site. 

Section 5.2 shows the requirements document developed for the library web 

site. This document may be further expanded to include a more thorough way 

of ensuring that content and an overall information architecture are adhered to. 

The document serves as a standard on which to base any decisions on how to 

update content on the site. 

The heuristic evaluation showed the lack of a good navigational design on the 

web site, showing that the site failed to provide answers to the three main 

navigational questions: "Where am I?", "Where have I been?", and "Where can I 

?" go .. 

The closed card sort analysis technique showed the main terminology problems 

associated with the web site. A number of recommendations were given in the 

previous sections on how this may be improved for the benefit of the users. 

A site map was designed in order to remedy all the problems outlined with the 

navigational aspects of the library web site, see Chapter Four for more details. 

The site map provides a visual representation of the information architecture. 

Once this visual representation is added to the site as a navigational aid, 

problems relating to any of the navigational issues may be eliminated. 
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CHAPTERSIX 

6 CONCLUSION 

This dissertation set out to evaluate the information architecture of the 

University of Cape Town Libraries web site. The importance of maintaining a 

good information architecture has been shown throughout the length of this 

dissertation. The research comprised a multi-approach evaluation strategy in 

order to answer the research questions posed in this dissertation. The research 

questions moulded and guided the entire research strategy. The introduction 

summarized the main reasons for the increased awareness and importance of 

information architecture of an academic library web site. The research strategy 

aimed to provide suggestions and a way forward to implementing better 

information architecture for the university web site. 

6.1 Solving the research questions 

The main aim of the study was to demonstrate the importance of a well 

organized information architecture of an academic library web site. In so doing 

this provided answers to the following research questions: 

1. Does the current state of the information architecture of the library web 

site adhere to internationally recommended standards? 

2. Is there a need to change and improve the current architecture resulting 

in a complete or partial re-design of the library web site? 

3. And if so, what are the necessary changes that should be implemented? 
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In the process, it has become possible to: 

■ Identify methods and techniques to improve the UCT Library web site. 

■ Highlight the core differences between the previous version(s) of the 

library web site. 

6.1.1 Research question one 

The answers to the first research question were found by using a number of 

strategies. A heuristic evaluation was conducted and a requirements document 

based on other international web sites was drawn up. The heuristic evaluation 

included the use of a checklist that was based on international guidelines for 

good content, information architecture, and navigation design. Chapter Five 

outlines the main details of the evaluation. It was shown that the web site does 

adhere to international recommendations with a few limitations. One of the 

main limitations as mentioned earlier was the failure to provide answers to the 

three main navigational questions: "Where am I?", "Where have I been?", and 

"Where can I go?". Other limitations identified included issues pertaining to the 

lack of a classification scheme on the web site; problems with memorizing the 

domain name easily; bad meta-tags for identifying and summarizing content; 

inconsistent navigation; and problems with page titles that give little or no 

indication of the content of the pages. 

Since the library web site did not have a requirements document of its own, one 

was developed in this dissertation (Chapter Five, section 5.2). The document 

can now be used as a basis for comparison of whether or not the library 

conforms to international requirements. The web site conforms to the 

standards with regards to its logo; authority; and the modification of content. 

The library web site home page includes the university logo which provides 

access to the university web site's main page. Both the library and university 

logo are placed prominently on the library web site. The logos do not appear 

more than once on any of the web pages. The authority /person responsible for 
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maintaining the site is mentioned on each web page. The last date that the 

content on the web site was modified/updated is stated at the bottom of each 

web page. The web site however, does not have a set of "logo guidelines" nor 

does it have its own "site management plan" for the maintenance of the site. 

The requirements document developed is not by all means meant to be 

completely exhaustive. Details of any web site requirements may grow over a 

given period of time. Any requirements identified to be of importance to the site 

can be added to the document in the future. The document therefore serves as a 

starting point to ensure consistency when updating the web site and for routine 

web site maintenance. 

6.1.2 Research questions two and three 

The answers to research questions two and three were sought through a series 

of strategies. A formal usability test was conducted, followed by a heuristic 

evaluation and a closed card sort analysis. These strategies revealed that there 

is a need to improve the current architecture of the library web site, which 

necessitates a partial re-design of the library web site. Detailed lists of the 

recommendations for improving the site are provided in Chapter Five. Chapter 

Four under site maps provides the design of a navigational aid that could be 

used to improve the navigational issues of the library web site. 

The most important recommendations from the study were: 

From the formal usability test: 

■ Provide roll-over text that explains what the categories used on the web 

site mean when the mouse cursor is placed over the menu on the main 

navigation bar. 

■ To improve problems associated with journal searches, make it clear in 

the ALEPH basic search that the "Field to search" field named "Title" 

refers to both book and journal title searches. 



■ Provide a search box to aid the searching of online newspapers from the 

online newspaper and news sites web page. 

■ Consider changing the phrase "Databases by platform" because users are 

unsure of its intended meaning. Further usability testing can be done to 

see if this eliminates the problem observed and improves the site or not. 

■ Consider changing the "EZProxy" off-campus links to a term that is more 

meaningful to users and that also explains what the link is for, such as 

"Access from home". Then do further usability testing to see if it helps to 

improve the web site. 

■ Consider renaming of the SFX links and making the CALICO institutions 

catalogues accessible via links from the library web site home page. 

■ Make the ALEPH tutorial readily accessible. 

■ The post-test questionnaire outlined the areas of the web site that still 

require attention. The main recommendations from the questionnaire 

were to consider improving the visibility of the help features on the site 

and to also provide more navigational aids/ elements. 

From the Heuristic Evaluation: 

■ Possibilities of renaming the web site domain name along with the page 

titles, to something more meaningful and that is more suggestive of the 

content contained herein. 

■ Developing a classification scheme for the web site. 

■ Improving navigation design and meta-tag summary of content data. 

From the Closed Card Sort Analysis: 

■ The card sort restated the same terms as those identified in the formal 

usability test that needed renaming. This is shown in Chapter Five, 

section 5-4. This adjusting is necessary to suit the needs of the users. 

Most of the other terms were easily understood by users. 
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■ Providing roll-over text to aid users in deciding whether the web page is 

relevant to their information need before clicking on it. 

The above mentioned adjustments have been suggested by this study to 

improve the information architecture of the site. Chapter Four provides a 

comparative analysis of previous versions of the web site and also shows how 

the site has been improved over the years. 

6.2 Recommendations for further research 

This dissertation has demonstrated considerable potential for further research 

in this area. The topic of information architecture is still a growing study area 

and this study has not fully exhausted every aspect of it. 

An interesting research study may include an information architecture 

evaluation comparison of other academic library web sites within South Africa. 

This dissertation focused on the information architecture of the University of 

Cape Town Libraries web site. 

Furthermore, software that aids the comparison of the content of a web page 

across similar standards against usability guidelines may be used to 

complement the results obtained from heuristic experts. Web evaluation tools 

have been known to provide more insightful information than a typical 

heuristic evaluation involving real experts. Web evaluation tools include tools 

like RetroAccess and the National Institute of Standards and Technology's 

(NIST) Web Static Analyzer Tool (WebSAT). Web evaluation tools are useful 

because experts may sometimes tend to overstate the actual web site problems. 

A content analysis of every web page of the web site may help reveal a lot of 

inconsistencies such as the inconsistent naming of page titles. Due to time 

constraints and length of the dissertation constraints this analysis was not 

done. 
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A survey determined to show the degree to which a web site structure matches 

its user expectations could provide more subjective information regarding how 

the web site could be improved. There are also a number of other techniques 

not used in this dissertation that can be used to further evaluate the 

information architecture of the library web site. For example, "the goodness 

rating" is a technique that is used to evaluate grouping of site content. 

Participants are required to rate how well site categories match their 

subcategories in order to judge whether site content is placed correctly and 

hierarchically. 

6.3 Conclusion 

This dissertation has shown valid reasons to test the information architecture of 

any web site on a regular basis. Web librarians should be made more aware of 

the advantages of testing the information architecture. A culture of testing 

should be instilled in academic institutions. More academic institutions should 

make their evaluation results more readily available to all. Usability testing in 

South Africa is a new concept and more research in this area is needed. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A: Site maps 

Site mapping tool 

The steps taken to develop a site map for the library web site are discussed 

below. 

Step One: Identify the necessary nodes 

Since the necessary nodes can be clearly identified from the library web site, the 

following content hierarchy was formed: 

■ 1.0 Home 

■ 2.0 Library Hours 

o 2.1 Term Opening Hours 

o 2.2 Vacation Opening Hours 

■ 3.0 Catalogue (ALEPH) 

■ 4.0 Electronic Resources 

o 4.1 Databases 

o 4.2 Databases by platform 

o 4.3 Database Trials 

o 4.4 Electronic Books & Reference Works 

o 4.5 Electronic Journals 

o 4.6 Online Newspapers & News Sites 

o 4.7 SFX Citation Linker 

o 4.8 Web Search Engines 

o 4.9 Off-Campus Access toe-Resources (EZProxy) 

■ 5.0 Journals 

o 5.1 Current Print Journals 

o 5.2 Electronic Journals 

o 5.3 Online Newspapers & News Sites 

o 5.4 Accredited Journals Lists 

o 5.5 SFX Citation Linker 
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o 5.6 Off-Campus Access toe-Journals (EZProxy) 

• 6.o New Acquisitions 

o 6.1 Chancellor Oppenheimer Library: New Books 

• 7.0 About Us 

o 7.1 About UCT Libraries 

o 7.2 LibQUAL+ at UCT 

o 7.3 Access & Membership 

o 7-4 Library Contacts 

o 7.5 Library Facilities 

o 7.6 Library Publications 

o 7.7 Library Rules 

o 7.8 Subject Librarians 

o 7.9 Where to find us 

o 7.10 History of UCT Libraries 

• 8.o Help 

o 8.1 Site A-Z 

o 8.2 Library Portal 

o 8.3 Info Skills Corner 

o 8-4 Information Fluency 

o 8.5 EZProxy Information 

o 8.6 SFX at UCT 

Step Two: Excel file 

A Microsoft Excel file was opened and the first column was used to enter the 

label of the node name, and the second column was used to enter the node 

name that reports to the node in the first column. And in so doing, relationships 

between nodes were shown and could be used by Visio to generate the site map. 

The file was then saved as Text (Tab delimited) (*.txt). In Visio the 

organizational chart wizard was used to open the file that was just created in 

Microsoft Excel, with many of the default settings set by Visio left unchanged. 

Visio detected a number of duplicates in the fields entered and did not include 

them, this is because the fields have to be unique names, and on looking at the 
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content hierarchy, duplicate names such as SFX Citation Linker can be singled 

out. This however indicates that this duplication of fields should be avoided. 

Step Three: The site map 

Visio then generated the site map shown in Figure 4.6: Site map. 

Angeles alternative method 

A list of nodes that are accepted by the Visio mapping tool with the following 

fields: Shape,"Shape Name","Master Name","Shape 

Text","ShapeX","ShapeY","Width","Height","Property" (Angeles, 2002). 

When a field was left out, quotation marks were used with no text on the inside; 

the word Shape indicates that the mapping tool should create a shape; the only 

fields used were "Shape Name" and "Shape Text"; semi-colons denoted 

comments added to the text that did not affect the file (Angeles, 2002). This 

data can be written out in Microsoft Excel, with the first column A used for the 

field Shape (which is the word itself Shape), column B was used for the "Shape 

Name" in this case a unique number, column C was left blank and indicates the 

space for the field "Master Name", and column D was used for the "Shape Text" 

node labels (Angeles, 2002). 

The data was then typed out using Notepad and saved as a file in the following 

format: 

; shapes.csv 

; Shape file for the University Of Cape Town's Library site 

Shape,"1.0",'"',"Home" 

Shape,"2.0","","Library Hours" 

Shape,"2.1","","Term Opening Hours" 

Shape,"2.2","","Vacation Opening Hours" 

Shape,"3.0","","Catalogue (ALEPH)" 

Shape,"4.0","","Electronic Resources" 

Shape,"4.1",'"',"Databases" 
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Shape,"4.2","","Databases by Platform" 

Shape,"4.3","","Database Trials" 

Shape,"4.4","","Electronic Books & Reference Works" 

Shape,"4.5",'"',"Electronic Journals" 

Shape,"4.6","","0nline Newspapers & News Sites" 

Shape,"4.7'',"","SFX Citation Linker" 

Shape,"4.8","","Web Search Engines" 

Shape,"4.9","","0ff-Campus Access toe-Resources (EZProxy)" 

Shape,"5.0","","Joumals" 

Shape,"5.1","","Current Print Journals" 

Shape,"5.2","","Electronic Journals" 

Shape,"5.3","","0nline Newspapers & News Sites" 

Shape,"5.4","","Accredited Journals Lists" 

Shape,"5.5","","SFX Citation Linker" 

Shape,"5.6","","0ff-Campus Access to e-Joumals (EZProxy)" 

Shape,"6.o","","New Acquisitions" 

Shape,"6.1","","Chancellor Oppenheimer Library: New Books" 

Shape,"7.0","","About Us" 

Shape,"7.1","","About UCT Libraries" 

Shape,"7.2","","LibQUAL+ at UCT" 

Shape,"7.3","","Access & Membership" 

Shape,"7.4","","Library Contacts" 

Shape,"7.5","","Library Facilities" 

Shape,"7.6","","Library Publications" 

Shape,"7.7'',"","Library Rules" 

Shape,"7.8","","Subject Librarians" 

Shape,"7.9","","Where to find us" 

Shape,"7.10","","History of UCT Libraries" 

Shape,"8.o","","Help" 

Shape,"8.1","","Site A-Z" 

Shape,"8.2" ,"" ,"Library Portal" 

Shape,"8.3","","Info Skills Comer" 

Shape,"8.4","","Information Fluency" 

Shape,"8.5","","EZProxy Information" 

Shape,"8.6","","SFX at UCT" 
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The relationships between the nodes are identified by the following fields in 

Microsoft Office Visio: Link,"Link Name","Master Name","Link Text","From 

Shape(or Connector) Name","To Shape (or Connector) Name" (Angeles, 2002). 

The word Link indicates that the mapping tool should create a relationship 

between the specified nodes; the only fields used were "From Shape ( or 

Connector) Name" and "To Shape (or Connector) Name"; and the same applies 

here as with step one, blank fields were still represented by empty quotation 

marks and semi-colons denoted comments added to the text that did not affect 

the file (Angeles, 2002). The relationship file stored in Notepad was as follows: 

; links.csv 

; Link file for University of Cape Town's Library site 

Link,"","","","1.0","2.o"; Link the "Home" to "Library Hours" 

Link,"","",'"',"1.0","3.o" 

Link,'"',"","","1.0","4.o" 

Link,'"',"","","1.0","5.o" 

Link,'"',"","","1.o","6.0" 

Link,"","","","1.o","7.0" 

Link,'"',"",'"',"1.0","8.o" 

Link,"","","","2.o","2.1" 

Link,'"',"",'"', "2.0", "2.2" 

Link,"",''","","3.0","" 

Link,'"',"","","4.o","4.1" 

Link,"","","","4.o","4.2" 

Link,'"',"","'',"4.o","4.3" 

Link,"","","","4.o","4.4" 

Link,'"',"","'',"4.o","4.5" 

Link,"","","","4.o","4.6" 

Link,"","","","4.o","4.7" 

Link,'"',"","'',"4.o","4.8" 

Link,"","",'"',"4.o","4.9" 

Link,'"',"","","5.o","5.1" 

Link,"","","","5.o","5.2" 

Link,'"',"","","5.o","5.3" 

Link,"","","","5.o","5.4" 
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Link,"","","","5.o","5.5" 

Link,'"',"","'',"5.o","5.6" 

Link,"","","","6.o","6.1" 

Link,'"',"",'"',"7.o","7.1" 

Link,"","","","7.o","7.2" 

Link,"","","","7.o","7.3" 

Link,"","","","7.o","7.4" 

Link,"","","","7.o","7.5" 

Link,"","","","7.o","7.6" 

Link,"","",'"',"7.o","7.7" 

Link,"","","","7.o","7.8" 

Link,"","","'',"7.o","7.9'' 

Link,"","","","7.o","7.10" 

Link,"","",'"',"8.o","8.1" 

Link,"","","","8.o","8.2" 

Link,'"',"","'',"8.o","8.3" 

Link,'"','"',"", "8.o ", "8.4" 

Link,"","","","8.o","8.5" 

Link,"",''","","8.o","8.6" 

The two files created above were compiled together but they could not be 

merged and saved as a comma-separated value (csv) file, because there was no 

option available to do so, and therefore they could not be imported into Visio to 

automatically generate a site map. The files were saved but were not recognized 

by Visio possibly because of the file type (.txt), also the version of Visio used 

was a 2003 version, as opposed to the 2000 version, this could have further 

added to the problems encountered. 
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The web s ite map add-on 

Since the library web site was only accessible ,in the Internet network 

connection, access to the lnternet was necessary to run the program. On 

accessing Visio, and clkking on the File>New>'\IVeb Diagram>Web Sile Map 

from the menu bar, the following dialogue box pops up, slating the following 

default settings: 

----·· ······----··········--·······---········-· .... . . 
~ ~dd,ess; !........ v ; l_ ~rcMse_ .. _., 
< 
J. 
! 

r-a be!.t resultt, l!nter 6 full path a1d fie n~m~. f--:.,r e'.<6rr4>!~, ente• 
htt~:/fµw~~ mkrosoft,ror.-/d¢ll!UIU!tp "ather tha'"l hU:p://Nww,fl'lico:.lif :.u,t:', 

i C•Jrrerit [:!scover~· S:ettintJ~ 

' 
' 

Ma1dm1.m 11•.-mLt:: <:.1f ~veb: 3 

i 
\ C11rrent c.agr.amm-ig S!>tlir,Jt 

' .. 
I: 

Compc.:t Tree, f ;..:,wchart 

Ve, 

L ~tti~-~ ...... .J L OK I I c,nce: 

Figure 1: '\Vcb site map dialogue box 

The settings specified can be changed. T n this case the settings were left as they 

weJ·e, the program would then only stop once the entire site was searched or 

once the maximum number of level<; and link.~ specified were searched 

(Knottingham, 2000). Clicking on Settings allows one to change the layout 

settings, that is the way the diagram ,,ill be structured. The Uniform Resource 

1.ocalor (CRT.) www.lib.ucl.ac.za was entered in the space provided. The 

Settings ... button is usr.d to spr.cify the advanced settings. 
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The following settings were applied to the program: 

Lay Out Shape, i~ 
F'l~-::,me:lt 

~tyle; '-~~~.c-~.:~:~ .... ·••-•-• .. vij 
C.'J'ecton: 1 ~.i?.~t,~~~~-~~~~ ........... ~l 
Dopth: 

Co,-iectors 

Style: 

C-f'ecron: L ~ft to Right v r··----··-··········· ····-···1 

AFpec?"anc~: I Straight-···············-··.., j 

l:!: l\p~ly r:Ju~ht; style to conn~dO"'S 

l\pp!f setting~ to 

... ,.;:.,-r1r, 0 Current ooge 

OK l l.,,.c.,,,col . . 

Figure 2: Advan ced lay o u t shapes 
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Once all lht' nec~~ary setlin~s were set the Ok button on the web "ite map 

dialogue box was selected to run the µrogram. The program the.refore generated 

a graµhicaJ reµresentation of the library weh site, what is shown bdow is but a 

small segment of the d iagram , ,ith a summary shown in Table ,p: Tnvcnlory in 

Chapter four: 

100 110 l2D 130 

http: / 
IW\/\/\N.lib.uct.ac.z'..--..-------------

a/ 

- 010· 
. :"'i 

Figure 3: W eb diagr am 
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Every link and shape on the diagram has a meaning, the figure below shows lhc 

key of the shapes represented within the diagram itself: 

Figu re 4: Shapes key 

Since the web site map/di;1grmn was too large to print out on a normal printer, 

right dicking on the icon of shapes and selecting create a sub-page, moves that 

shape lo another page, and on the original diagram a link is shown that shows 

that there is a continuation of the diagram on another µage. 

Visio recognized a number of link errors on the web site. The errors are numeric 

status code errors to Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)• requests (W3C, 

1992). The errors arc divided into categodcal groups: "Informational LXX; 

Success 2XX; Redirection 3XX.: and Error 4XX, 5XX" (¥iekling and others, 

·• Hn,efrext 'fransfer Protocol (IITn'): is the protocoljagre<,ment ht!tween communicating 

entities on how the communication process is to he performed an,l it has l,een in use on the 

World Wide Web as early as 1990 (Fielding and others, 1997:6). 1t. is "an application-level 

protocol for distributed, collaborative, hypemwdia infom,ation sy;;tems'' (Fielcling and others, 

1997:6), 
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1997:38; W3C, 1992). The informational 1:XX codes represent that the request 

has been received (Fielding and others, 1997:38). The success 2:XX codes 

represent successful requests (Fielding and others, 1997:38; W3C, 1992). The 

redirection 3:XX codes represent cases where the client has to make sure that 

the request is completed through performing a certain automatic action 

(Fielding and others, 1997:38; W3C, 1992). The error 4:XX, 5:XX codes represent 

errors in the requests, with the 4:XX codes indicating that the client caused the 

error to occur, and the 5:XX codes indicating the server caused the error 

(Fielding and others, 1997:38; W3C, 1992). 

The table below shows the web site link errors that were identified by Visio 

2003: 

Error 
No. 

Error 

504 

504 

404 

410 

302 

descri 
ption 

Gatewa 
y 

Timeou 
t 

Gatewa 
y 

Timeou 
t 

Not 
Found 

Gone 

Found 

Forbidd 
en 

Shape 

Graphic 
(bitmap) 

HTML 

HTML 

HTML 

HTML 

HTML 

Source: Visio report 

Links 

http://137.158.155.13/dcsaek5pgsajwzd2tvar 
admh6_7k6u/njs.gif?dcsuri=/nojavascript& 

WT.js=No 

httn:Lb37.158.224.248Ldbtw-
\tl)dLtextbaseLdunitlib.htm 

httn: LL web. uct.ac.zaL degtsL disa bilityL resour 
ce.htm 

http://webpals.wcape.gov.za/ 

http: L Lwf9uk7sc3 g .search. serialssol utions .co 
mLJog?L=WF9UK7SC3G&D=RNT&&U=lilln 

:LLwww.nature.com 

http:/ /www.nrl.ac.za/ 

Parent Link 

http://www.uct.ac.za/ 

http://wwvdib.uct.ac.z 
a/2004/info/portal3.ht 

m 

http://www.lib.uct.ac.z 
a/2004/info/portal3.ht 

m 

http://www.lib.uct.ac.z 
a/ 2004 /info /portal3.ht 

m 

http://www.lib.uct.ac.z 
a/ 

http://www.lib.uct.ac.z 
a/2004/info/portal3.ht 

m 

Table 1: Web site map links with errors 

of 
Links 

To 
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The 504 error in Table 1 represents a gateway timeout and this type of error 

occurs when the server/ gateway on trying to complete a request does not 

receive a response within a specific time frame from either an "upstream 

server" or "auxiliary server" (Fielding and others, 199971). The 404 not found 

error may be either permanent or temporary and it occurs when the server 

cannot find what was requested (Fielding and others, 1999:66). The 410 gone 

error is a permanent condition, the error indicates that the resource 

http://webpals.wcape.gov.za/ is not available at the server, and that this link 

was available temporarily perhaps for advertising or news updates (Fielding 

and others, 1999:68). The 302 found error indicates that the resource is still 

available, but it is placed under a different Uniform Request Identifier (URI)s at 

the time of the request (Fielding and others, 1999:62). The 403 forbidden error 

indicates that the request for the resource is forbidden and the server will not 

grant access to the resource (Fielding and other, 1999:66). 

The errors mentioned above show where there are redundant links or broken 

links. Such links should be removed in order to clean up the web site and 

reduce the chances of the user trying to access a page that will not be returned 

by the server (this is regarding the gateway timeout; the not found; the gone; 

and the forbidden link errors). Regarding the found error, my recommendation 

would be to use software that automatically redirects the client to the current 

URis in order to keep up with the change in URis over time. Software such as 

the Internet Information Server (IIS) software by Microsoft can be used for 

automatic redirection. 

s Uniform Resource Identifier (URI): URis " ... are simply formatted strings which identify - via 

name, location, or any other characteristic - a resource" (Fielding and others, 1997:17). 

A resource is "a network data object or service that can be identified by a URI..." (Fielding and 

others, 1997:7). 
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The shape column in Table 1 indicates the type of file format. There are only 

two types of file formats identified with the above errors, they are, Hypertext 

Markup Language (HTML) and Graphic (bitmap). HTML is "a special kind of 

text document that is used by web browsers to present text and graphics" 

(Raggett, 2005). A bitmap is one of the main types of graphic formats that can 

be processed by a computer, and it is similar to another type of graphic format 

known as vector graphics (Leurs, 2000 ). The main distinction between these 

two graphic images, is in the fact that bitmap images are results of scanned 

images, as opposed to vector graphics, that are drawings made within software 

applications such as Visio (Leurs, 2000 ). The parent link in the table indicates 

where the request originated from. 
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APPENDIX B: Usability test tasks and participant task 
forms 

USABILITY TEST TASKS 

The following tasks/questions are based and adapted from usability studies 

carried out at the following libraries: 

• The University at Buffalo Libraries (Battleson, Booth & Weintrop, 2001). 

■ The University of the Pacific Library (UOP) (Krueger, Ray & Knight, 

2004). 

■ The University of Washington Libraries (UW) (UW, 2004). 

■ The University of Virginia Library (U.Va.) (U.Va., 2003a). 

USABILITY TASK FORM 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Age: 

Year of study: 

Major: 

Department: 

Level of site use in past month: 

TASKS/QUESTIONS 

1. Does any one of the university libraries own the book The cold 

war? 

Purpose: To test if participants can search ALEPH, the library's online 

catalogue, for a book title. 

Desired/Expected participant steps: Link to library catalogue for a book. 

a) Go to main navigation bar, click "ALEPH", type in title of book, set "Field 

to search" as "Title". 
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b) OR go to links on the Right hand side of main web page labeled 

"SEARCH for BOOKS or JOURNALS" and set "Field to search" as "Title" 

and enter name of book in search box. 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

2. Does the UCT Library subscribe to the Journal International 

Journal of Information Management? 

Purpose: To test if participants can find the list of available journal 

packages. 

Desired/Expected participant steps: Link to library catalog for a given 

Journal OR Link to Journals list. 

a) Go to navigation bar, click "ALEPH", type in journal name, and set 

"Field to search" as "Title". 

b) OR locate links on right hand side of the main web page labeled 

"SEARCH for BOOKS or JOURNALS". 

c) Go to the main navigation bar, click "Journals", and then click either 

"Current Print Journals" or "Electronic Journals". 

d) OR go to the main navigation bar, click "Electronic Resources", then 

"Electronic Journals". 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 
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3. Where would you find the Rapport online newspaper via the 

library web site? 

Purpose: To test if participants can search for online newspapers easily. 

Desired/Expected participant steps: Link to online newspapers and 

News sites 

a) Go to main navigation bar, click "Electronic Resources" then "Online 

Newspapers & News Sites" then locate "western cape" section, then 

locate "Rapport". 

b) OR go to main navigation bar, click "Journals" then "Online 

Newspapers & News Sites" then locate "western cape" section, then 

locate "Rapport". 

Observations: a) ALEPH 

b) Under one minute 

c) Under five minutes 

d) Did not find 

4. How would you access the online database Swets Wise? 

Purpose: To test if participants can access library resources through their 

online databases easily. 

Desired/Expected participant steps: Link to online databases 

a) Go to main navigation bar, click "Electronic Resources", then 

"Databases". 

b) OR go to main navigation bar, click "Electronic Resources", then 

"Databases by platform". 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 
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5. How would you search the library online databases if you are 

accessing the web site out of the university campus? 

Purpose: To test if participants know that that they can still access the 

library resources whilst they are off-campus and can locate this link 

easily. To test participants knowledge of EZProxy links. 

Desired/Expected participant steps: Link to Off-campus links 

a) Go to the main navigation bar, click "Electronic Resources" then "e

Resources (EZProxy). 

b) 0 R access any of the EZProxy links. 

Observations: a) Off-campus links (EZProxy) 

b) Other 

6. You need to find the book The Elements of user experience: 

user-centered Designfor the Web by Jesse James Garrett, but 

UCT Libraries does not own a copy. Does the University of 

Stellenbosch own a copy? 

Purpose: To test participants knowledge and ease of location of SFX links 

to CALICO institutions. 

Desired/Expected participant steps: Link to SFX links 

a) Go to "ALEPH" and type in the book title, then set "Base to search" as 

"University of Stellenbosch". 

b) OR go to SFX links on the web site. 

Observations: a) Used SFX links, then Stellenbosch Library, then 

performed a title search 

b) Used Interlibrary loan 

c) Went Directly to Stellenbosch Library, then performed 

a title search 
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d) Unable to get to Stellenbosch Library 

e) Other 

7. What are the fines per day for late return for all books? 

Purpose: To test participants ability to search the site for required 

information on the basic library rules. 

Desired/Expected participant steps: Link to library rules and borrowing 

information 

a) Go to main navigation bar, click "About us", then "Library Rules", 

located under section titled "Penalties". 

b) OR go to links located on the right hand side of the main web page, 

click "LOANS DESK" then click on link also located on the right hand 

side of the web page titled "BORROWING INFORMATION" then it is 

located under the section titled "FINES:" 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

8. Where in the library are printing and scanning facilities 

located? 

Purpose: To test participants ability to search the library web site for the 

basic library facilities. 

Desired/Expected participant steps: Link to library facilities 

a) Go to main navigation bar, click "About us" then "Library Facilities". 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 
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9. How would you find the description of the physical location of 

each one of the UCT Libraries? 

Purpose: To test participants ability to search the library web site for basic 

library building location information. 

Desired/Expected participant steps: Link to library branches and 

departments 

a) Go to links located on the right hand side of the main web page labeled 

"BRANCH LIBRARIES & DEPARTMENTS". 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

10. Does the libraries' web site provide help on using its online 

catalogue (ALEPH)? 

Purpose: To test participants ability to find a relevant starting point for 

novice users performing research on a topic. 

Desired/Expected participant steps: Link to ALEPH tutorials 

a) Go to links on right hand side labeled "How to use ALEPH (LIBRARY 

BASICS tutorials)". 

b) OR go to main navigation bar and click "Help" then "Aleph tutorials". 

Observations: a) Help, ALEPH tutorials links 

b) Other 
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PARTICIPANT TASK FORMS 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Participant #1 

Age: 29yrs 

Year of study: Postgraduate Honours 

Major: Development Studies 

Department: Sociology 

Level of site use in past month: Once or twice a week 

TASKS/QUESTIONS 

1. Does any one of the university libraries own the book The cold 

war? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed task in less than one minute. Clicked on links on the right hand side 

of main page labeled "SEARCH for BOOKS or JOURNALS". Then entered the 

title of the book in the search field, but left the "Field to search" as "All Fields" 

instead of just selecting "Title". The task was successfully completed. 

2. Does the UCT Library subscribe to the Journal International 

Journal of Information Management? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed task in two minutes. Clicked on the right hand side of main page 

labeled "SEARCH for BOOKS or JOURNALS". Then looked under the "Field to 

search" for the title "journals". And did not see the link "journals" as was 
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expected. And commented: "I am looking for the journal search, where is it?". 

Then decided to go back to the library home page, went to "ALEPH" and typed 

in the journal title leaving the "Field to search" as "All Fields" and selecting 

"words adjacent" to "yes". The task was successfully completed. 

3. Where would you find the Rapport online newspaper via the 

library web site? 

Observations: a) ALEPH 

b) Under one minute 

c) Under five minutes 

d) Did not find 

Completed task in one minute. Commented: "I have never searched for 

this ... but it should be here". Then clicked on main navigation bar labeled 

"Electronic Resources" and then clicked on "Online Newspapers & News Sites" 

then located "western cape" section, then located "Rapport". The task was 

successfully completed. 

4. How would you access the online database Swets Wise? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed task in less than one minute. Clicked on "Electronic Resources", 

then clicked on "Databases" then clicked on "s" under the alphabetical list of 

databases and then located the SwetsWise database. The task was successfully 

completed. 

5. How would you search the library online databases if you are 

accessing the web site out of the university campus? 

Observations: a) Off-campus links (EZProxy) 

b) Other 
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Completed task in less than a minute. Commented: "is it off-campus log-in 

(EZProxy)?" in an unsure tone. And then clicked on the link labeled "Off

campus log-in (EZProxy)" located on the right hand side of the main web page 

to find out. The task was successfully completed. 

6. You need to find the book The Elements of user experience: 

user-centered Designfor the Web by Jesse James Garrett, but 

UCT Libraries does not own a copy. Does the University of 

Stellenbosch own a copy? 

Obsenrations: a) Used SFX links, then Stellenbosch Library, then 

performed a title search 

b) Used Interlibrary loan 

c) Went Directly to Stellenbosch Library, then performed 

a title search 

d) Unable to get to Stellenbosch Library 

e) Other 

Completed task in five minutes. Commented: "I am used to having a list of the 

other institutions on the web site". Then typed in the URL for the University of 

Stellenbosch, trying to get to the Stellenbosch Library site but could not get the 

URL correct. So then went back to the UCT Library home page, clicked on 

"Help", then clicked on "Library portal". Went back and clicked on "About us" 

then clicked on "Library hours". And was just about to give up, then clicked on 

"ALEPH" and set the "Base to search" field as "University of Stellenbosch". The 

task was successfully completed. 

7. What are the fines per day for late return for all books? 

Obsenrations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 
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Completed task in just over one minute. First glanced and read out loud the 

phrase on the main page labeled "Suggest a book for the libraries". Then clicked 

on the main navigation bar labeled "About us", then clicked on "Library Rules" 

then looked at the left hand side table of contents, then scrolled down the page 

to the heading "Rules for borrowing" and then scrolled further down to the label 

"Penalties". The task was successfully completed. 

8. Where in the library are printing and scanning facilities 

located? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed task in less than one minute. Clicked on "About us" on the main 

navigation bar, then clicked "Library Facilities" and then scrolled down the 

page. The task was successfully completed. 

9. How would you find the description of the physical location of 

each one of the UCT Libraries? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed task in less than one minute. Clicked on main navigation bar labeled 

"About us" then clicked "About UCT Libraries". The task was successfully 

completed. 

10. Does the libraries' web site provide help on using its online 

catalogue (ALEPH)? 

Observations: a) Help, ALEPH tutorials links 

b) Other 
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Gave up on task after three minutes. Commented: "I don't think I have seen it". 

And after accessing "ALEPH" commented: "could it be browsing?" Then clicked 

on the links located on the top of the page in "ALEPH". Commented: "I would 

expect the tutorial to be available on this page". The task was labeled as 

unsuccessful. 

Additional comments: 

"Things that one uses on a regular basis are easy to find on the web site. But 

those that one does not use on a regular basis are difficult to find." 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Participant #2 

Age: 22yrs 

Year of study: First Year 

Major: Human Biosciences 

Department: Science 

Level of site use in past month: Daily basis 

TASKS/QUESTIONS 

1. Does any one of the university libraries own the book The cold 

war? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed task in just over one minute. Clicked on "ALEPH" on main 

navigation bar. Then typed the title of the book in the search box and set the 

"Field to search" as "Title". The task was successfully completed. 

2. Does the UCT Library subscribe to the Journal International 

Journal of Information Management? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed task in two minutes. Clicked on "Journals" on the main navigation 

bar, then clicked on "Electronic Journals". Commented: "I'm not sure". Then 

typed "the international journal" into the search box. And then after scanning 

through a list of available journals, concluded that the journal was not available. 

The task was labeled as Unsuccessful. 
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3. Where would you find the Rapport online newspaper via the 

library web site? 

Observations: a) ALEPH 

b) Under one minute 

c) Under five minutes 

d) Did not find 

Completed task in less than one minute. Commented: "I have never done this 

before", "I would go to journals". Then clicked on "Journals" on the main 

navigation bar then clicked on "Online Newspapers & News Sites". Then 

commented: "How do I find that?". And began scrolling down the page. The 

task was successfully completed. 

4. How would you access the online database Swets Wise? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed task in less than one minute. Commented: "I'm so ignorant with 

those [referring to databases], ... I don't know". Then clicked "Electronic 

Resources" on the main navigation bar with uncertainty. Then clicked on 

"Databases". Then typed in the name of the database in the search box. The task 

was successfully completed. 

5. How would you search the library online databases if you are 

accessing the web site out of the university campus? 

Observations: a) Off-campus links (EZProxy) 

b) Other 

Abandoned task after a minute. Commented: "I don't know". Participant 

seemed frustrated and scrolled up and down the library page before giving up 

on the task after a minute of searching. The task was labeled as unsuccessful. 
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6. You need to find the book The Elements of user experience: 

user-centered Designfor the Web by Jesse James Garrett, but 

UCT Libraries does not own a copy. Does the University of 

Stellenbosch own a copy? 

Observations: a) Used SFX links, then Stellenbosch Library, then 

performed a title search 

b) Used Interlibrary loan 

c) Went Directly to Stellenbosch Library, then performed 

a title search 

d) Unable to get to Stellenbosch Library 

e) Other 

Abandoned task after a minute of searching. Clicked on "ALEPH" on the main 

navigation bar. Then typed in the title of the book, set the "Field to search" as 

"Title" then set looked under the "Base to search" for "Stellenbosch", but could 

not find one, then gave up on the task. The task was labeled as unsuccessful. 

7. What are the fines per day for late return for all books? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Abandoned task after three minutes. Commented: "I know the answer is R2". 

Then rolled the mouse cursor over "New acquisitions", then at the links on the 

right hand side of the main site, before finally settling and clicking on "LOANS 

DESK" . Scrolled down the page, missing the "Rules for borrowing" link in the 

table of contents located on the left hand side. Commented: "No, I don't know 

how to find it". The task was labeled as unsuccessful. 
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8. Where in the library are printing and scanning facilities 

located? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Abandoned task after searching for less than a minute. Commented: "No, I 

don't know how to find that". Looked at the links located on the right hand side 

of the main page and tried to locate a link labeled printing and scanning 

facilities, but soon gave up on the task. The task was labeled as unsuccessful. 

9. How would you find the description of the physical location of 

each one of the UCT Libraries? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed the task in less than one minute. First scrolled down the page. Then 

clicked on "About Us" on the main navigation bar then clicked on "About UCT 

Libraries". The task was successfully completed. 

10. Does the libraries' web site provide help on using its online 

catalogue (ALEPH)? 

Observations: a) Help, ALEPH tutorials links 

b) Other 

Abandoned task after three minutes of searching. Commented: '7 would check 

here ... " [referring to the links on the right hand side of the main page]. Then 

clicked on "How to search for a book" from the links on the right hand side. 

Note that this link was just above the link labeled "How to use ALEPH 

(LIBRARY BASICS tutorials)". Then continued to go through the tutorial on 
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how to search for a book, but later on abandoned the task. The task was labeled 

as unsuccessful. 

Additional comments: 

"I would still like to know ... how would I get to know the library fines?" 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Participant #3 

Age: 22yrs 

Year of study: Third Year 

Major: Organizational Psychology and Industrial Sociology 

Department: Humanities 

Level of site use in past month: Hardly 

TASKS/QUESTIONS 

1. Does any one of the university libraries own the book The cold 

war? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed the task in less than one minute. Clicked on "SEARCH for BOOKS or 

JOURNALS" link on the right hand side of the main page. Then typed in the 

title of the book leaving the "Field to search" as "All Fields". The task was 

successfully completed. 

2. Does the UCT Library subscribe to the Journal International 

Journal of Information Management? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed the task in just over one minute. Clicked on "SEARCH for BOOKS or 

JOURNALS", typed in the journal title and left the "Field to search" as "All 

Fields". The task was successfully completed. 
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3. Where would you find the Rapport online newspaper via the 

library web site? 

Observations: a) ALEPH 

b) Under one minute 

c) Under five minutes 

d) Did not find 

Completed the task in two minutes. Clicked on "Electronic Resources" on the 

main navigation bar, then clicked on "Databases" then typed in "Rapport" in the 

search box. Commented: "I don't know". Then used the back button to go back 

to the main page. Clicked on "Electronic Resources" again but then clicked on 

"Online Newspapers & News Sites" this time around. Then scrolled down the 

page. The task was successfully completed. 

4. How would you access the online database Swets Wise? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed the task in less than a minute. Clicked on "ALEPH" then after 

realizing that this was wrong, went back to the main page using the back 

button. Then clicked on "Electronic Resources" then clicked on "Databases" 

then typed in the title of the Database. The task was successfully completed. 

5. How would you search the library online databases if you are 

accessing the web site out of the university campus? 

Observations: a) Off-campus links (EZProxy) 

b) Other 

Completed task in less than a minute. Quickly located the EZProxy links, and 

commented: "I would go here". The task was successfully completed. 
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6. You need to find the book The Elements of user experience: 

user-centered Designfor the Web by Jesse James Garrett, but 

UCT Libraries does not own a copy. Does the University of 

Stellenbosch own a copy? 

Observations: a) Used SFX links, then Stellenbosch Library, then 

performed a title search 

b) Used Interlibrary loan 

c) Went Directly to Stellenbosch Library, then performed 

a title search 

d) Unable to get to Stellenbosch Library 

e) Other 

Abandoned task after two minutes of searching. Clicked on EZProxy links then 

typed in student number and name at the prompt dialog box and then hit the 

enter key. Went back to the main page using the back button, then clicked on 

"RefWorks". Then commented: "I don't know what I am doing". Clicked on the 

back button, and then on the "INTERLIBRARY LOANS" link on the right hand 

side of the main page before giving up on the task. The task was labeled as 

unsuccessful. 

7. What are the fines per day for late return for all books? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed task in less than one minute. Commented: ''I know it is R2 ... ". Then 

clicked on "About us" on the main navigation bar , then clicked on "Library 

Rules", then clicked on "RULES for BORROWING" in the left hand side table of 

contents and then scrolled down the page. The task was successfully completed. 
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8. Where in the library are printing and scanning facilities 

located? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed task in less than one minute. Clicked on "About Us" on the main 

navigation bar, then clicked on "Library Facilities" and then scrolled down the 

page. The task was successfully completed. 

9. How would you find the description of the physical location of 

each one of the UCT Libraries? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed the task in less than one minute. Clicked on "About Us" on the main 

navigation bar, then clicked on "Where to find us". The task was successfully 

completed. 

10. Does the libraries' web site provide help on using its online 

catalogue (ALEPH)? 

Observations: a) Help, ALEPH tutorials links 

b) Other 

Completed task in less than one minute. Clicked on "ALEPH" on the main 

navigation bar. Then when in ALEPH clicked on the "help" link located at the 

top of the page. This link provided the basic help on using ALEPH but this was 

not the ALEPH tutorial. The task was labeled as unsuccessful. 

Additional comments: '1 didn't attend any library orientation, but if you 

just play around with the site, you will.find what you are looking for." 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Participant #4 

Age: 22yrs 

Year of study: Postgraduate Masters 

Major: Engineering Management 

Department: Mechanical Engineering 

Level of site use in past month: Used three times in the past month and 

only when needs a book(s). 

TASKS/QUESTIONS 

1. Does any one of the university libraries own the book The cold 

war? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed the task in less than one minute. Clicked on "ALEPH" on the main 

navigation bar. Then typed the name of the book in the search box, leaving the 

"Field to search" as "All Fields". The task was successfully completed. 

2. Does the UCT Library subscribe to the Journal International 

Journal of Information Management? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed the task in two minutes. Clicked on "Journals" on the mam 

navigation bar, then clicked on "Accredited Journals Lists". Commented: "I 

guess that could be the one". Then located the "ISI Combined Journal list" link 

on that page and clicked on it and scrolled down the alphabetical list of journals 

to find the named journal. The task was successfully completed. 
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3. Where would you find the Rapport online newspaper via the 

library web site? 

Observations: a) ALEPH 

b) Under one minute 

c) Under five minutes 

d) Did not find 

Completed the task in less than one minute. Clicked on "Electronic Resources" 

on the main navigation bar, then clicked on "Online Newspapers & News Sites". 

Commented: "Where is R? [referring to the first letter of the online 

newspaper]". "Isn't there a search function here?", "I think there should be a 

search function here". Then scrolled down the page and went line by line to 

finally locate the newspaper. The task was successfully completed. 

4. How would you access the online database Swets Wise? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed the task in less than a minute. Clicked on "Electronic Resources" on 

the main navigation bar, then clicked on "Databases". Then typed the name of 

the database into the search box located on the top of the page. The task was 

successfully completed. 

5. How would you search the library online databases if you are 

accessing the web site out of the university campus? 

Observations: a) Off-campus links (EZProxy) 

b) Other 

Abandoned the task after a minute of searching. Commented: "I don't know, 

I've never accessed the site off-campus". The task was labeled as unsuccessful. 
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6. You need to find the book The Elements of user experience: 

user-centered Designfor the Web by Jesse James Garrett, but 

UCT Libraries does not own a copy. Does the University of 

Stellenbosch own a copy? 

Observations: a) Used SFX links, then Stellenbosch Library, then 

performed a title search 

b) Used Interlibrary loan 

c) Went Directly to Stellenbosch Library, then performed 

a title search 

d) Unable to get to Stellenbosch Library 

e) Other 

Completed the task in less than a minute. Clicked on "ALEPH" then left the 

"Field to search" as "All Fields" then set the "Base to search" as "University of 

Stellenbosch". Commented: "We were shown how to do this" [referring to a 

tutorial that they were given as a class]. The task was successfully completed. 

7. What are the fines per day for late return for all books? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed the task in less than one minute. Read out loud the titles of the links 

located on the right hand side of the main page. Clicked on "About Us" then 

clicked on "Library Rules". Then clicked on "RULES for BORROWING" on the 

table of contents on the left hand side of the page. Then clicked on the sub

section under "RULES for BORROWING" titled "Students". Commented: "This 

doesn't help me". Then went back to the top of the page and clicked on the sub

section labeled "Penalties". The task was successfully completed. 



8. Where in the library are printing and scanning facilities 

located? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed task in less than one minute. Clicked on "About Us" on the main 

navigation bar, then clicked on "Library Facilities" and then clicked on 

"Printing & Scanning facilities" link. The task was successfully completed. 

9. How would you find the description of the physical location of 

each one of the UCT Libraries? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed the task in less than one minute. Commented: "I got there 

sometime ... ! don't remember how". Then clicked on "About Us" on the main 

navigation bar, then clicked on "Where to find us". Commented: "But now it is 

apparent.from just looking at the site". The task was successfully completed. 

10. Does the libraries' web site provide help on using its online 

catalogue (ALEPH)? 

Observations: a) Help, ALEPH tutorials links 

b) Other 

Completed the task in less than one minute. Clicked on "Help" on the main 

navigation bar, then clicked on "ALEPH tutorials". The task was successfully 

completed. 

Additional comments: 

[none]. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Participant # 5 

Age: 22 yrs 

Year of study: Fourth Year 

Major: Microbiology and Biology and Chemistry 

Department: Molecular and Cell Biology (MCB) 

Level of site use in past month: Does not use 

TASKS/QUESTIONS 

1. Does any one of the university libraries own the book The cold 

war? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed the task in less than one minute. Clicked on "SEARCH for BOOKS or 

JOURNALS" link located on the right hand side of the main page. Then typed 

the name of the book in the search box, leaving the "Field to search" as "All 

Fields". The task was successfully completed. 

2. Does the UCT Library subscribe to the Journal International 

Journal of Information Management? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed the task in less than one minute. Clicked on "SEARCH for BOOKS or 

JOURNALS" link, leaving the "Field to search" as "All Fields" and typed in the 

name of the journal in the search box, but then concluded that UCT does not 

subscribe to the above mentioned journal when the no results screen displayed. 

The task was labeled as unsuccessful. 



3. Where would you find the Rapport online newspaper via the 

library web site? 

Observations: a) ALEPH 

b) Under one minute 

c) Under five minutes 

d) Did not find 

Completed the task in less than one minute. Clicked on "Journals" on the main 

navigation bar, then clicked on "Online Newspapers & News Sites". 

Commented: "I would just have to search the page". Then scrolled down the 

page and finally located the newspaper. The task was successfully completed. 

4. How would you access the online database Swets Wise? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed the task in less than a minute. Clicked on "Electronic Resources" on 

the main navigation bar, then clicked on "Databases". Then typed the name of 

the database into the search box located on the top of the page. The task was 

successfully completed. 

5. How would you search the library online databases if you are 

accessing the web site out of the university campus? 

Observations: a) Off-campus links (EZProxy) 

b) Other 

Completed the task in less than a minute. Clicked on "Electronic Resources" on 

the main navigation bar, then clicked on "Off-campus Access to e-Resources 

(EZProxy)". The task was successfully completed. 
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6. You need to find the book The Elements of user experience: 

user-centered Designfor the Web by Jesse James Garrett, but 

UCT Libraries does not own a copy. Does the University of 

Stellenbosch own a copy? 

Observations: a) Used SFX links, then Stellenbosch Library, then 

performed a title search 

b) Used Interlibrary loan 

c) Went Directly to Stellenbosch Library, then performed 

a title search 

d) Unable to get to Stellenbosch Library 

e) Other 

Completed the task in less than a minute. Clicked on "SEARCH for BOOKS or 

JOURNALS" then left the "Field to search" as "All Fields" then set the "Base to 

search" as "University of Stellenbosch". The task was successfully completed. 

7. What are the fines per day for late return for all books? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Abandoned the task after three minutes. Looked at the links located on the right 

hand side of the main page. Then clicked on "LOANS DESK" on the right hand 

side of the main page. Then clicked on "Library Rules" link located on the right 

hand side of the page. Then clicked on "RULES for BORROWING" on the table 

of contents on the left hand side of the page. Then clicked on the sub-section 

under "RULES for BORROWING" titled "General". Commented: "I don't see it". 

Then gave up on the task. The task was labeled as unsuccessful. 

8. Where in the library are printing and scanning facilities 

located? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 
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b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed task in two minutes. Clicked on "Help" on the main navigation bar, 

then clicked on "Site A-Z" and then clicked on the letter "p". After realizing that 

this was the wrong way to go about solving the task, clicked the back button to 

the home page. Then clicked on "About Us" on the main navigation bar, then 

clicked on "Library Facilities" then clicked on "Printing & Scanning facilities". 

The task was successfully completed. 

9. How would you find the description of the physical location of 

each one of the UCT Libraries? 

Observations: a) Under one minute 

b) Under five minutes 

c) Did not find 

Completed the task in less than one minute. Clicked on "BRANCH LIBRARIES 

& DEPARTMENTS" link located on the right hand side of the main page. The 

task was successfully completed. 

10. Does the libraries' web site provide help on using its online 

catalogue (ALEPH)? 

Observations: a) Help, ALEPH tutorials links 

b) Other 

Completed the task in less than one minute. Clicked on "How to use (ALEPH) 

(LIBRARY BASICS tutorials)" link located on the right hand side of the main 

page. The task was successfully completed. 
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Additional comments: 

Wondered why the welcome label on the site was written out in different 

languages and then tried to figure out if the site was available in more than 

one language, namely, Afrikaans or Xhosa. 
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APPENDIX C: Testing script 

Participant introduction 

[Welcome the participant.] 

Thank you for coming today. 

My name is Susan. I am working on evaluating the information 

architecture of the UCT Library web site, and as part of the process I am 

asking a variety of people to attempt various tasks using it to see what 

elements of the design need to be changed. 

I'd like to stress that I am testing the web site, and not your abilities. If you 

find parts of the web site difficult to understand, so will other people, and 

it will help to know what changes, if any, to implement to improve it. 

As you use the web site, I will be taking down notes. 

Today's session will last for approximately one hour. If you want to stop 

for a break at any time, just say so. 

Introduce tasks 

I have a total of 10 tasks, and I'll give them to you one at a time. 

I'll be asking you to 'think aloud' as you work. Describe what you may find 

confusing or frustrating, reasons for your selections, what you may be 

looking for etc. On completing a task say 'I'm done'. Start each new task 

from the home page of the library web site. 
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I may also prompt you from time to time to ask you what you are thinking. 

Do you have any questions before we begin? 

Task1 

[Present participant with the first task. Read it aloud also.] 

[When complete.] Thank you. We'll now move to the next task. 

Taskn 

[Present each task in the appropriate order.] 

Task completion and questionnaire 

Thank you. That completes the tasks. 

I have a brief questionnaire here that I'd like you to complete. The 

information you provide is for our use only. Your name is not stored with 

the questionnaire data. 

Debrief 

Once again, I'd like to say thanks for coming today. 

Do you have any comments or questions about today's session? 

Adapted from Gerry Gaffney, Information & Design (2001) www.infodesign.com.au 
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APPENDIX D: Post-test questionnaire 

Post-Test Site Questionnaire 

Web Site Main Study 

User# 

Date 

Please rate your satisfaction with the University of Cape Town's Library web 

site you have just.finished working with on a 7-point satisfaction scale: 

Unsatisfactory=1; Very poor=2; Poor=3; Adequate=4; Good=s; Very 

Good=6; and Excellent=J. (Please tick your selection). 

1. Ease of finding specific information 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2. Ease of reading data 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3. Ease of concentrating on the data search (distractions) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4. Logic of navigation 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

5. Ease of search 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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6. Appearance of site 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

7. Quality of graphics 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8. Relevance of graphics to site subject 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

9. Speed of data display 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

10. Timeliness of data (is it current?) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

11. Quality of language 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

12. Fun to use 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 



13. Explanations of how to use site 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

14. Overall ease of use 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

15. Completeness with which the site's subject is treated 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

16. Your overall productivity with the site 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

This is an adaptation of the post-test questionnaires from Holmes (2002:445) and Spool and 

others (1999:151). 
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APPENDIX E: Heuristic evaluation 

Heuristic evaluation 

Expert: Evan Robinson 

Email: evan.robinson@uct.ac.za 

Web site: www.ejrdesign.co.za 

Cell: 083 481 0995 

Fax: 021 790 0528 

He runs his own web design company, EJR Webdesign and Hosting. He won the title of "Best 

Junior Web designer" 8 years ago and has just completed a Masters degree with the 

University of Cape Town in Biotechnology. 

Content checks: 

Content checks Yes No 

Does all intended content appear on the web site? * 

Is the content appropriate for the users? Does it provide what they * 

are looking for? 

Does the content support the site goals? * 

Is the format of the content appropriate for the users' computer * 

systems and Internet connections? For example, if the content 

includes multimedia, will the users' computer be able to download it 

quickly enough for them to view it without causing frustration? 

Is the domain name easy to memorize, pronounce, and spell? * 

Are the URLs helpful in identifying the content? * 

Are the page titles helpful in identifying the content? * 

Do the meta tags give an accurate summary of the content in a * 

format that can be easily used by search engines? 

Does supplemental content adequately secure user trust, e.g., * 

privacy statements, security notices, real-world context, contact 



Information architecture checks: 

Information architecture checks Yes No 

Is all the content placed where it is supposed to be? * 

Is the information organized from the users' point of view? * 

Is the information organized in a way that will make it easy for * 

users to accomplish tasks on the web site in accord with the 

site goals, such as researching and buying a product? 

Is the information organized in a coherent fashion, following * 

an identifiable classification system? 

Is the information organized m a consistent manner * 

throughout the site? 

If the information architecture relies on any metaphors, are * 

they appropriate for the content as well as the audience? 

If the information architecture uses any metaphors, are they * 

followed consistently throughout the site? 

Can users find important pieces of information within three * 

clicks from the home page? 

Is the content of the web site grouped according to the seven, n/a n/a 

plus or minus two guideline, to present clusters of between 5 

and 9 sets of information? 

Is the information architecture presented clearly on the web * 

site? 

Are the content labels used to present the information * 

architecture on the web site short, sweet, and communicative? 

Does the site map correctly reflect the structure of the site? No No 

site site 

map map 
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Navigation design checks: 

Navigation design checks Yes No 

Does the navigation design fully support * 
the information architecture? 

Does the navigation design provide the * 
tools that users need to find whatever they 

may be looking for on a web site? 

Does the navigation design effectively * 
employ principles of graphic design, audio 

design, motion graphics design, and/or 

interactivity design? 

Do the aesthetics of the navigation design * 
fully support its functionality? 

Are the navigation controls and navigation * 
aids appropriate for the content and the 

users? 

Do the navigation controls work as * 
intended? For example, do all hypertext 

links actually link to the correct 

destination? 

Do the navigation aids effectively inform * 
users about the navigation options in a site 

as well as complement the aesthetic look 

and feel of the site? 

Can users effectively navigate the site if Mostly 

they enter from pages other than the home 

page? 

Is the navigation design consistent * 
throughout the site? 
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Is the supplemental navigation integrated Supplemental Supplemental 

into the look and feel of the rest of the web navigation? navigation? 

site? 

Does the navigation design of sub-sites * 
complement the site-wide navigation? 

Does the navigation design provide site- * 
wide context so that users can easily answer 

each of the following questions from any 

point in the site: "Where am I?" "Where 

have I been?" "Where can I go?" 

Does the navigation design provide * 
descriptive text as needed for each 

navigational element, rangmg from page 

titles to icon labels? 

Are alt attributes assigned for every * 
graphical piece of the navigation design? 

Will users still be able to navigate the site if * 
they have disabled JavaScript (and the 

resulting support of JavaScript rollovers)? 

Will users still be able to navigate the site if * 
they do not have the "correct" plug-ins 

installed, such as for Flash animation? 

Selections are marked with an asterisk. 

Source: Holmes (2002:530-534). 
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APPENDIX F: Card sorting 

OptimalSort categories and cards: 

There are eight categories in bold and 24 cards 

1. Home 

Cards: 

■ To access the main page of the UCT Library web site 

2. Library Hours 

Cards: 

■ To find out library open times 

■ To find out vacation library open times 

3. Catalogue (ALEPH) 

Cards: 

■ To search for journals 

■ To search for books 

■ To perform title searches 

4. Electronic Resources 

Cards: 

■ To find online newspapers 

■ To search for electronic journals 

■ To search online databases 

5. Journals 

Cards: 

■ To find list of subscribed journals 

■ To access electronic journals from off-campus 

6. New Acquisitions 

Cards: 

■ To know which books have been added to the UCT Library 

collection recently 



7. AboutUs 

Cards: 

■ To find general information regarding UCT Libraries 

■ To find information regarding the LibQUAL+ survey undertaken 

atUCT 

■ To know where to locate library equipment (e.g Photocopiers, etc) 

■ To find contact details of subject librarians 

■ To find out the libraries history 

■ To find student and staff access and membership library rights 

■ To access the UCT Libraries newsletter 

8. Help 

Cards: 

■ To access the sites alphabetical index 

■ To find information intended for novice/first time users of the 

library web site 

■ To access the "handbook on citation and related matters" for 

citation rules 

■ To find information regarding plagiarism and how to avoid it 

■ To find EZProxy FAQ's (how EZProxy works) 



info, and so on? 

Does supplemental content adequately secure your own or your * 

client's protection, e.g., copyright notices, disclaimers, and so on? 

Is the text written in the users' language? For example, does it avoid * 

unnecessary jargon? 

Is the text well-written and grammatically correct? * 

Is the text written in such a way as to help users achieve a task? * 

Is the text written to be easily scanned for online reading? For * 

example, is it concisely written, and does it have a clearly visible 

structure that takes full advantage of headings, bullet point lists, 

and so on? 

Are the headlines and titles short, sweet, and communicative? * 

Are the fonts used on the site likely to be installed on the users' * 

computers? 

Is the point size of the text large enough to be easily read by the * 

users? 

Are the graphics and multimedia elements optimized for * 

presentation on the web? This would apply to file size, file format, 

compression, and image or audio quality. 

Are alt attributes provided for each graphic or multimedia element? * 

Will users find the media files appealing and informative instead of * 
annoying or irrelevant? 

If users are not able to access any media files, will the web site's * 
content, message, and navigation be adversely affected? 

Do the media files convey information more effectively than just * 
using plain text or lower-bandwidth media files, such as graphics 

instead of animations? 

Are users provided with the means to disable any multimedia * 
elements? 
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Optim a lSort UCT pr oj ect settings: 

Optima lSort welcom e message 

OptimalSort ~ 
Welcome to University of Cape Town Libraries, www.lib.uct.ac.za's online site improvement 
survey. 

Thar.~ you for helping us make this web site easier to use. Th·.s exercise is designed to help us 
better understand how you orga:iise i:ifonnation. Your input will help us to create a more logical and 
easy to 'Jse web site. 

This survey wi!! take approximately 10-15 mi:iutes to complete. Alf results are confidential. Yol:r 
information will help us to analyse the results of this survey. 

Your e'11a il: • 
~---------···········-

Yo1.:remail odd~css :s rcq~ked solely to h~lo u;r; :rack w:lo 
h('l;t; p.l!1ti.;;ipa:e.:.t ltwrn not be &up11!ied to any other oarty anc 
you vJill no! receive ar)' ccmn-unicalions horn u;t; t:nless 
you've outer; so 

Area for survey questions 
( defined in the next step) 

.. r.' ; 

~-.. ~ ...... j 



OptimalSo rt program ins ll'uctions 

--------------

Opti malSort Ga 
You will see a number of items on the left side of the screen that relate to the Univers°!ty of Cape 
Town Libraries web site. On the r,ght side there are categories in which you can place these items. 

Use your mouse to drag and drop each item into the categcry you think 1t belongs to. Drag all the 
items from the left side into the categories on the right until there are no more items on the left. 
There Is no 'correct' answer, just put the items where you might expect to find !hem. 

To view these instructions at any time during the card sort, click the 'View instructions' lin'r< at the tcp 
c f the page. 

To begin, click Continue. 

Drag and drop items into the most relevant group 

/" l Gifts 

'·-----------' 
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0J)titna1Sort tliank you message 

OptimalSort ~ 

Thank you very much for taking the time to give me your feedback. Your responses will help 
evaluate and thus Improve our web site. 

Please confirm your email address and contact details below. 

Any questio11s about this study can be sent to mvnsus001@mail.uct ac.zai haikaeli@gmail.com. 

Your email: • 

name: 

Contact number: 

r t would like to find out more about this survey tool (OptimalSort) 



Summary data for all participants: closed card sort 

Library Catalogue Electronic New About 
Home Hours (ALEPH) Resources Journals Acquisitions Us Help 

To access the 
main page of 

the UCT 
Library web 

site 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

To find out 
library open 

times 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

To find out 
vacation 

library open 
times 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

To search for 
journals 0 0 1 0 9 0 0 0 

To search for 
books 0 0 9 1 0 0 0 0 

To perform 
title searches 0 0 8 2 0 0 0 0 

To find 
online 

newspapers 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 

To search for 
electronic 

journals 0 0 0 7 3 0 0 0 

To search 
online 

databases 1 0 1 8 0 0 0 0 

To find list of 
subscribed 

journals 0 0 0 2 8 0 0 0 
To access 
electronic 

journals from 
off-campus 0 0 1 5 2 0 0 2 

To know 
which books 

have been 
added to the 
UCT Library 

collection 
recently 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 1 
To find 
general 

information 
regarding 

UCT 
Libraries 2 0 1 0 0 0 7 0 

To find 
information 

regarding the 
LibQUAL+ 

survey 4 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 
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undertaken 
atUCT 

To know 
where to 

locate library 
equipment 

(e.g 
photocopiers, 

etc) 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 
To find 
contact 

details of 
subject 

librarians 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 1 

To find out 
the libraries 

history 2 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 

To find 
student and 
staff access 

and 
membership 
library rights 5 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 

To access the 
UCT 

Libraries 
newsletter 7 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 

To access the 
sites 

alphabetical 
index 5 0 1 1 1 0 0 2 

To find 
information 
intended for 
novice/first 

time users of 
the library 

web site 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 6 
To access the 

"handbook 
on citation 

and related 
matters" for 

citation rules 1 0 3 2 0 0 0 4 
To find 

information 
regarding 

plagiarism 
and how to 

avoid it 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 5 
To find 

EZProxy 
FAQ's (how 

EZProxy 
works) 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 5 
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